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CHi\P7RR I.
IHTKOT.UCTIOH.
The production of coal in Illinois in 1908 ohowecl but little
change from that of the year Defore; in both years over 51 million
tons"^ were nined, the value of which was over 52 millionB of dollars.
The production of 1908 equaled and even slightly surpassed the
tremendous production of 1907, ih spite of the labor troubles vJhich
caused a complete shutdovm of mining, beginnine vrith the April, 1908
conference of miners and operators. The general businesf? depression
of that year caused many cona^.aners to use the cheaper grades of
bituminous coals in preference to the mare expensive anthracite, and,
since production at the mines was thus stiimilated hefore and after
the shutdown, the puhlic felt no shortage of fuel.
It is evident that such a situation as outlined above is
unnecessarily expensive both to the consumer and to the miner, for a
uniform daily output is necessary in order to procure and maintain
the most economical production of coal.
However, having secured such a Tinifor;n daily output, it is
manifest that a production of coal so great as that given above
cannot take place so as to fit the vagaries of daily demand.
To guard themselves against unknown and unforseen conditions
such as lahor difficulties, variations in output or delay in trans-
portation, the large manufacturing interests are beginning to see the
^ Mineral Industry. 1909.
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need of supplying themselves with large amoxmts of reBerve fuel.
Variations due to seasonable aomiinds of fuel for domestic purpOJ3es
also necessitate the storage of coal either "by the mining interests
or by the coal dealers.
In the maritime world, the storage of coal is one of the
great prohleras of today. 7'hen it is remembered that our large hattle-
ohlps and ocean greyhound o use upwards of 500 tons of coal per day,
the significance of the storage problem is at once apparent. For
naval and merchant marine ptirposes, coal must not only be stored on
shipboard, but large reserve supplies must be on hand at the various
supply stations,
^Tierever large quantities of bituminous coal are stored
(and bituminous coal i*!.irniahes by far the greatest part of the energy
used at the present day), the danger arising from spontaneous
combustion is always at hand. It is not at all to bo wondered at.
therefore, that elaborate and costly meamires have been taken to avert
this hidden peril.
The United States government , which uses upwards of a quarter
of a million tons of coal yearly for the navy alone, has taken great
precaiitions to avert the danger of spontaneous combustion in its nev;
coal pile at }jradford on Harragansett Bay near Hev?port , there about
60,000 tons of coal are stored.
The coal bins or pockets are provided with temperature tubes,
30 that if Incipient heating should occiir it will be discovered and
located long before a temperature has been reached at which combustion
commences. These tubes consist of lengths of 4" galvanized pipe
ibout 20 ft. long, set In the bin floors and projecting upwards through
the coal pile. They contain thermostats which are arranged to

Indicate tenporsture in excess of 150°F. Circuits are run from the
ESn tubes to a general annunciator in the superintendent's office,
80 that if heating does occur an alarm is at once sounded and the
exact position of the pile where the heating has developed is shown
on the indicator.
The temperature of ISO^F was decided upon as the danger
point as the resnlt of numerous escperinents by the Savy Department,
which indicated that if the temperature of the coal reaches this
1
point the increase in temperat^irc^ "beyond is very rapid . At the
Hew York Kavy Yard, compartments of 525 gross tons capacity liave "been
built. The floors of tliese bins are of J-crtland cement and the side
walls are made of a mixture of Portland cement, sand, and anthracite
Z
boiler cinders. The roofs are of iron.
The danger of spontaneous combustion on shipT;oard is even
greater than during ordinary storage, for the coal is usually stored
in whatever space in unoccupied by other materials and this space
is usually at the side of the vessel between the boiler rooms and the
aide planking. Here the coal is subjected to the heat of the boiler
and engine rooms, and is especially prone to ignite spontaneously.
Thus the danger arising from spontaneoxis combTistion of coal
vhile in storage is readily seen, and is rapidly being recognized as
bhe great problem in the storage of bitumino^is coals. Up to the
present time a great deal of excellent vork along with a considerable
amount of theorizing regarding the nature and cause of spontaneous
jombustion has been done , but the views presented have been very
^ IJhomioal Engineering, June 1S06.
2 Engineering Hews, July ?.l, 1904, page 68.

contradictory, as a study of the jTollowins chapter will reveal. It
Beemed protalile
,
therefore, that the particular variety of coal work-
ed with might have "been the caiis© of the various t?ieories advanced
and that seemlne truths and f^enerallzat Ions drawn from worlc on a
specific coal are not applicable to coals In general, A study of the
Illinois Tjituminous coal, therefore » was deemed necessary before any
oonc-iuslcno regarding the caune of spontaneous combufstlon on their
part could he advanced.
The subject of spontaneous Ignition and combustion is so
closely allied to that of weathering of coal vvhlle in storage, that
it is thought investigations in the latter phase of the subject should
be included in the following researches and in the theories of those
who have studied this problem.

——————
t
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CHAPTER II.
HISTOKIOAI
Onmdniann's^ work, published in ISes, was probably the
first serioua attempt to study the weathering losses of coal. He
fotrnd that while the coals lost saneous constituents they gained in
hydroscopic laoistnre and so the specific gi-avity of the coal remained
constant. He ctatejs that large pieces weather less than fine coal,
and that rain and increased tcnperatnre accelerate the weathering.
Using the percentar;o of ash as a basis to calculate the chance in
weight that took place during stora^ie , he found that a pile of
300 tone lost 58 per cent in weight in nine months.
Reder in 1866 was among the first to follow up
wrundmann's work. He found that storing coal for a year caused a
deterioration in the heating valtie; but, contrary to urundmami's
results, found no appreciable loss in weight.
In 1865. Varrentrapi? reviewed Urundmann's work of 1862.
Varrentrapp and other workers later could not duplicate the results
of Grundmann, and ascribe his errors to poor sarapling. Varrentrapp
found from his experiments that on storing coal the oxidation of
fresh coal is Vf^ry rapid and within the heap leads to a rise in
temperature, which, however. Is very far from the ignition point.
1 Carnall Soitschrift , Vol. X, page 236, 1862.
;;eitschrift fiir Berg, Hiittcn, und SalienvTeson ia preussischen
t)taate. Band IX und X.
^ Oesterr. IJeitschrift fiir Berg und Hiitten, Vol. r7, 1867.
3
Dingier' 8 Polytechnic Journal, 1865, Vol. 175, page 168.
Vol. 178, page 379.
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He states, however, that tenperatiiren reaching tho ignition point
and causing oomVmstlon have at tijjies been foimd.
L. yhompson"^ in 1865 found that dry coal in storage for
8l3c months lost 1/13 of its calorific value; if, however, the coal
was moist the loss v/as much greater, lie divides the weathering of
bituminous coals Into two classes known as "Dry rot" and "Wet rot'\
The latter he considers to be a sort of fermentation in v?hlch a
part of the hydrogen escapes and sorae of the carbon is oxidised to
carbon dioxide, in this way the coal loses calorific value in two
directions.
Pleck in 1866 examined a series of" six Baxon coals
which had been preserved in a cabinet since 1856. The results of
his examination were compared v/ith analyses made nine ^rears pi-evious,
when, it is presumed, the coals were in a fresh state. After such
an exposure in a dry place three of the nximhor, it was Inferred,
showed an important increase in proportion of ashes together with
a corresponding decrease of organic matter, while the ashes of the
remaining three appeared to have decreased. The explanation of
such unlike results was sought by yieck in the lack of tmiformity of
the related sample s, especially as to the ratio of ashes. An incroai^e
of oxygen and of indlsposable hydrogen was observed in each case
,
together with a loss of carhon and of disposable hydrogen. Hence the
london Journal of Arts, June 1865, page ZZl.
Dingier '3 Poly. Journal, 1865, Vol. 178, page 161.
Technlk der Stelnkolen Deutochlands
,
1865, Vol. II, page 221
Transactions of the /anorican Institute of Klning Engineers,
Vol. 8, page 207.

conclusion that at ordinary temperatures "bitimiinoua coal sustains
a loss in carton ana of disposal^le hydrogen, and proportionately a
loss in calorific value, which is increased in proportion to the
addition ot combined water.
The most careful of the early experiment a made on this
subject were those of Dr, Kichter"^ in 1868 to 1870. He concluded
that the weathering of coal is duo to the absorption of oxygen, a
part of which goes to the oxidation of carbon and of hydrogen in the
coal, nd part is taken into the composition of the coal Itsolf;
that if the heap becomes warm, either through this process or through
any oti^er cause, the action is accelerated, but then falls off, and
becomes so slow that the changes effected within a year become
difficult to estimate; that moisture, as such, has no direct influence
upon the process apart from the pjresenoe of pyrites or from the coal
crumbling down more rapidly when wet than \ihen dry and, therefore,
more rapidly heating up; that if the temperature does not go beyond
certain limits (338° to 374 ) there is no appreciable loss of
weight, but rather, on the whole, a gain through the absorption of
oxygen. Also, that is it not necessary to explain the loss in heat-
ing value, of coking power, and of gas yield by any theory of new
arrangements of atoms, for it is sufficient to look at the absolute
loss of carbon and hydrogen and the increase in the proportion of
The Oas r'orld, April 13, 1901.
Dingier »s Poly. Journal, Vol. 190, page 398.
Vol. 195, page 315.
Vol. 195, page 449.
Vol. 193, page 54.
Vol. 193, pace 264.

oxys^on. At a later date he concliic!e<l that largo coal was affected
lees than small, not tocauso it had less surface l)ut because swall
coal was a more active absorbent of oxygon and, thereforo, becane
more rapidly heated; that air-ways in a heap would have to be very
nxuoerotis in order to prevent any rise in temperature; and that the
heap oug^it to bo ao constructed as not to allow air to Qet from the
air-\mys into the baiik of the coal.
Haediolte^ in 1880 aosisned to pyritei? the leading part
In spontaneous ignition, but stated that it will not eatise this
unless th« teaperature is alloejed to rise sufficiently.
2 "
Professor Fischer of Gottin^;:en in his work on this
subject prior to 1901 concludes that storage depreciation and spon-
taneous ignition are phenomena of oxidation; the part which is played
by iron sulphide is disputed, but the variances which have ^Iven
rise to the uncertainty are due to the differences betv.eon the
different sulphides of iron present in coal. He claims that marcs-
eite, for example, is mch more weatherable than ordinary p;^a'lte.
Actual wetting is nuch more promotive of oxidation of the iron sul-
phide than heating in dry or even moist air. Uefjldes this, Fischer
finds that many coals contain sulphur in the form of unsaturated
organic compounds. He finds that those coals v/hich rapidly absorb
bromine are those which are most liable to rapid oxidation and
spontaneous Ignition; and as a practical test he recommends shalcing
a gram of the finely powdered coal with 20 c.c. of a half-normal
solution of bromine for five minutes. 'J?hen, if the smell of bromine
The Oas \^orld. April 155, 1901.
The Qas ^orld. April IS, 1901.
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has not disappeared th« coal may safely be put In etore; If It
has, the coal ahould be used up as soon as possible. The absorption
of oxj^en by the Tuiaaturatod organic compounds referred to is
aocompfinied by a rain In weight and at the same time by a rise in
temperature; and the wamor the inano the more rapidly does tne
ojcldatlon go on, so that the temperature Is apt to rise to a danr^er-
ous extent. Concurrently vrith the o:sidation of the^e products V7o
have oxidation of another set of or^janlc compounds v/ith evolution
of carbon dioxide and v;atcr vapor, and this results, not in a si^in,
but m a loss of weif^ht. Thether the mass as a vrhole ^alns or loses
mlf^ht is, therefore, a quostlon of the composition of the coal, but
the loss In wei^^ht in in no case great. Covering wet slack coal
!flth other coal is apt to produce spontaneous ignition; the danger
1©re appears to arise from the suJ.pnide of Iron rather than fi'om
bhe organic compounds. Fischer regards ventilation of the coal heap
i?ith suspicion, not because the Idea is in itself a wrong one, but
because it is not practloalle to ventilate the v^.ole heap efficient-
ly. He claims that the cora should be stored dry and kept ary under
cover, and in layers not too deep.
In a paper read before the Gorman Gas As.noclatlon in 1900,
terr Sohren*^ Manager at Bonn, stated that it is no longer possible
for many reasons to v.'ork gasworks v;lth a supply of coal renewed from
aonth to month; and all questions affecting storage have, therefore,
a continually increasing importance. Undoubtedly there is a greater
or loss depreciation in quality of coal kept in store, and «he -
sauses of this have attracted a good deal of attention; though on
"^•The Qas v;orld, April 13, 1901
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the whole it is surprisin^^ to rind to how £;re&t an extent the study
of the chemistry of coal has heen neglected, c^uestions of this
nature assuned importiince in connection v;ith the spontaneous
ignition of cargoes of coal in ships; in 1874, out of a list of
4,486 coal-laden ships, no fev/er than 60 cauGlit on fire.
1
In a paper read by Professor Vivian B. Lewes at the
31st ^iesBion of the Institution of I^aval Architects held at the
Society of Arts. Adelphi , the author be(jan hy referring to the
appointment of a Royal Coramission in 1875 on the proposition of the
Board of Trade and a Coranittee of r.loyds, to invest i^iate the causes
of the spontaneous ignition of coal car£;ooB, v^ich had entailed
serious loss of life and destruction of property. The Comission
was assisted by 3)r, Percy and Sir Fred Abel.
From 1875 to 1883 no lesa than 57 coal leideii vesccls
7/ere known to have been lost. v»'hile during the sane period 328
v;ore missing from unknov;n causes, tlioiigh probably a large proportion
of these losses were due to spontaneous combustion. In viev/ of
this fact, it was sugeected to the author that an inquiry into the
causes and possible prevention of this serious evil was greatly
needed in the Koyal Havy as well as in the merchant service; and he
therefore \indertook it , and laid the results bofo3'e tl:e nemhors of
the Institute.
The author proceeded to point out that, be side n the
carbon and hydrocarbons, coal contains certain Lnineral (mbstances,
as sulphate of lirae or gypsura, silica, and alT3inina, v^liile in nearly
^ The Journal of Uas lighting* ^^1'^^. P^se 645.
The Journal of the Society of Chenical Industry, Vol.9, p. 483

all kinds there is to be fotincl dlsulphlde of iron, ""braseeB"
or pyrites. Of these constituents, those that are llkelv to
produce heat and cause spontaneous Ighltlon In ne\vly-v7on coal are
the carbon, hydrocarbons, and brasses, v?hlch, v:hon they come In
contact V7lth air and ipolsture, give rise to certain chemical actions.
He then described at length the influence of each of these substances
In the production of heat. Taking carbon first, he remarked that it
l8 one of those substances v/hlch possess to an extraordinary degree
the power of attracting: and condenslr^ casos upon their surfaces -
the power varying with the state of division and density of the
particular form of carbon used. In the case of newly-won coals, the
least absorptive would, he said, take up one and one-fourth times,
and others would absorb three times,their own volume of oxygen. This
absorption is very rapid at first, but gradually decreases; it is
influenced to a very great extent by temperature. Air-dried coal
absorbs oxygen more quickly than wet coal.
Dealing in the next place v/ith the action of the bitiiml-
nous constituents of coal in causing spontaneous ignition, the
author oxplained that all coal contains a certain j-^rcentage of
hydrogen, which is in combination 'with some of the carbon and also
with the nitrogen and oxygen, and forms with them the volatile
matter In the coal. The amount present in this condition varies
very largely, being very small in anthracite and very great in
cannel and shale, V'hen the carbon of the coal absorbs oxygen, the
compressed gas becomes vcjry chemically active and soon commences to
combine with the carbon and hydrogen of the bituminous portions,
converting them into carbon dioxide and water. This chemical
activity Increases rapidly with rise of temperature, so that the
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heat generated by the a"b8orption of the oxy^^n causes the latter to
rapidly enter into chonioal corabinat ion. Oheraical combination of
this kind i.e., oxidation,- ic always accompanied by evolution
of heat; and this further rise of temperature again inoroafies the
rapidity of oxidation, so that a steady rijse of temperature is set
up, This taking place in the centre of a heap of small coal, which
from the air and other gases enclosed in its interstices ia an"
admirable non-conductor of heat, wjll ofteh cause such heating of
the mass that. If air can percolate slowly into the heap in
sufficient quantity to supply the necessary perconta^^e of oxygen for
the continuance of the action, the igniting-point of the coal \7ould
be soon reached. It has been suj^^gested that very fcltuialnous coal
(such as cannel, shale, and coals containing schist; Is liable to
spontaneous ignition from the fact that a rise in teinperature would
cause heavy oils to exude from them, which, by undergoing oxidation,
might cause rapid heating. Expierinent
,
however, not only shows that
this is not the case, but that the heavy mineral oils have a
remarkalble Influence in retarding heating.
The action of iron disulphlde, pyrites, or "brasses," in
promoting spontaneous Ignition was next discussed. The author said
that ever since Berzellus first expressed the opinion that the heat
Clven out by the oxidation of iron disulphlde into sulphates of
Iron might have an Important bearing on the heating and ignition of
coal, it had been adopted as the popiilar explanation of that
[jhenoroenon; and, although the work of Klchters clearly proved that
this is not the case, the old explanation was still given. Dr. Percy
In 1864 pointed out that oxidation of the coal probably also had
something to do with spontaneous combustion - a prediction amply
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vorlfied by Kiohtor's researches some six years later. This dlsiil-
phlde of Iron was fo\md In coal In several different forms -
sometlraos as a dark powder dlstribntef! throaighont the mass of the
coal, and scarcely to be dlstinerriiRhed from coal Itself, In larger
quantities It often occurred as thin jjolden-looklng layers In the
cleavage of the coal, whilst it sometimes occurred as large masses
and veins, often from 1 inch to 2 Inches In thickness; but inas-
much as these masses of pyrites were very heavy, they rarely foimd
their way into the screened coal for shipment , many hundreds of
tons of these brasses being annually picked out from the coal at the
pit's mouth and utlll7.ed In various manufactiiring processes, '.'.hen
the air was dry, the pyrites underwent but little change at
ordinary temperatures. In moist air, however, they rapidly oxidized
when in a finely-divided condition - the rirst action being the
formation of ferrous sulphate and sulphur dioxide, together with the
liberation of sulphur; the relative araoiints of the latter being
regulated by the temperature and the supply of air, v;hilst longer
contact with moist air converted the ferrous sulphate Into a basic
ferric sulphate generally termed "misy'V It was during this process
of oxidation that the heat supposed to ca^^se the ignition v/as
evolved. But when it was considered that some of the coals most
prone to spontaneous combustion contained only 0,6 per cent of
iron pyrites, ancl rarely more than 1.25 per cent, the absurdity
of imagining this to be the only c aune of Ignition became
manifest. If 100 pounds of coal were taken, and the whole of the
pyrites in it conoentratecl in one spot and rapiaiy oxidised to
sulphate, the temperature would barely be raised to 10U°C if all
loss of heat could be avoided. The author had carefully
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deterralned the isnltlng-polnts of various kinds ot coal, and foimcl
them to be as follows :~
Cannel 698°F. « 370°C.
Hartlepool 766^F. « 408^C.
Llenite 842°F. » 450^0.
v;el8h steam U7oi^P.« 477°c.
So, no stretch of Imgination could endow the small trace of pyrites
scattered through a large mass of coal, and nndercolng slow
oxidation, with the power of reaching the needful temperature.
Kichters fully realized this point, and discarded the Idea of the
pyrites doing anything noro than addirxg their mite to the cauBes
which fcring about rise of temperature. In thle, however, Lowes
thought P.ichters was raistaJcen, his own experiraents pointing to the
fact that they might Increase the liability to ignition v/hen present
In large quantities, and that they do so by liberating sulphur under
certain conditions. A still more important part played by the
pyrites, is that as they become oxidized to ferrous sulphate they
swell In sir.e and so tend to split up the coal into small pieces,
and, by exposing a large extent of fresh surface to the air, cause
increase of temperature and energetic chemical action,
Th© author, Lewes, then traced the actions \Yhlch
culminate in ignition. He said that on newly-won coal being brought
to the mouth of the pit, it at once began, by virtue of its oiirface
action, to absorb oxygon from the air. Unless piled in unusually
largo heaps and a good deal broken, it did not, however, as a rule,
show signs of heating, as the exposed surface was comparatively
small; and the air finding its way freely between the lumps kept
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down the temperature. The coal was nov/ screened, and the obtrusive-
ly larg^o l;uraps of braaaeo picked out. It was then put into trucks,
and enjoyed the dlsinte^jratlns procecsos of joltings and shunt ings
Innumerable - every jar adding to the percentage of flmall coal
preeent, and a corresponding IncreaBc In the si^ie of the FAirface
exposed to the air. Arrived at the docks, it had to be transferred
from the truck to the ship, v.hlch \7as done by one of the numerous
forms of tips, Khooto, or spouts employed for the purpose; and it was
during this operat ion that more harm v/as done then by any other
period. The coal first shot into the vessel was, by reason of the
distance v;hich it had to fall, broken doi?*n into small lumps, and,
having to bear t}-:e impact of the succcoding load falling upon it
from a height, rapidly became powdered into slack; whilst the
succeeding loads, fallir^ in on the con© so foiTied, became more or
less broken uown so that by the time the cargo was all taken in a
dense nass of small coal was to be found tinder the hatchway. It
was invariably at this point that heating took place, as the large
surface exposed fresh to the air by the breaking down of the coal
caused rapid absorption of oxygon, and consequent rise of temperature.
This sot up choiilcal combination betv/een the oxygen absorbed by the
coal and the hydrocarbons and coal ''brasses". The combination of the
'brassed with oxygen caused the swelling of the oxidized mass, and the
splitting up of the coal. Fresh surfaces were exposed, and more
absorption of oxygen took place; and the Ignlting-roint of the
sulphur vapour and sulphur compounds distilled out of the pyrites
was reached, and rapl^Uy raised the temperature to the ignition-point
of the coal. It was only in cases where large quantities of c^enso
coal brasses were present, however, that this action could occur.
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On examining the evidence to te o>)talne(l as to the conditions under
which spontaneous Ignition of coal ships usually takes place, lewes
found that the liability to auch accidents increases with
(1) the tonnage of the oarg:oes«
(2) the ports to which shipments are raade,
(S) the kind of coal of which the cargo consists,
(4) the size of the coal,
(5) the shipping of coal rich in pyrites while wet.
(6) the ventilation of the cargo,
(7) the rise in temperature in steam colliers due to the
Introduction of triple-expansion en-:::ines and high pressxire boilers.
Having discussed the chemical and physical conditions
which leaa to the spontaneous ignition of coal, the author proceeded
to foinulate precautions toncllng to prevent 3\ich disasters. These
had reference to the choice of coal for shipmejit to distant ports,
and to the pre cautions to he taken (luring shipnent anc! v;hen the coal
is on board. He advised that the coal should bo as lar^o, free from
dust, and have as little "smalls" as practicable. It v/as better
as free from pyrites as posaible. In order to prevent disintegration
aftor shii^raent; ctnd it s}j3uld contain v.-hen air-dried not more than
throe per cent of moisture. 3o coal should, he said, be shipped to
distant ports until at least a month had elapsed after it was brought
to the surface at the pit's mouth. Svcry precaution shoxild be
taken to prevent the breakincj up of the coal v/hile being taken on
board, anu on no account should any accumulation of fine coal l:e
allowed under the hatchways, vrhen possible, the coal should be
shipped dry. as external v/et
,
by producing oxidation of the pyrites,
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oausea dlsintGgration. v.'hen the coal had all beon taken In, It
should "be battened dovm and the htitchos not oponed again until the
veeael reached her destination; the only vontllatloji allowable being
a two Inch pipe Just inserted into the crovm of each coal compart
-
laent, and led twelve feet up the nearest nast - tho top boln;';^ left
open. This "would be quite sufficient to allov/ free ©^'ep.s to any
gases evolvod by the coals, but would not allow undtie access of air.
Into the body of the coal cargo itself would bo screwed, at roriilar
IntorvalB of about six feet, iron pipes, closed at the bottom and
containlns electrical alarm thoraonotcrs, set at a certain
teKipcraturo , tho attalnnent of '.vhich would be indicated by the ring-
ing of a bell y-'hioh v;ould not coase until tho teiaperatiire had again
fallen, anrl then the spot in which the heating had taken place would
bo Indicated by an index-board. ?ho existence of overheating having
been rftported by the boll and recorded by the index, the author
offered suggestions for suppressing it. He advocated the injection
of compressed carbonic acid fe^rts, and explained his plan as follows :-
Tho no;5r*lG attached to the screw valve on the bottle of condensed
gas would have a short metal nose-piece screwed on to it, the tube
in which would be oast in solid, with an alloy of tin, load, blsir»uth,
ancl oadnium, v.hich ooi^ld be so nade as to raelt at exactly 200^y,
(93^0)
. The valve would then be opened, and tho stoel bottle
burled In the coal during the process of loading. The temperature
at which the fiisible notal plug would raelt is well above the
tenperat^ire which could be reached by any legit Inate caxiso . and
?7ould mean tliQt active heating was going on in the coal. Under
these conditions, tho pressure in the steel cylinder would have
reached scraethlng like 1,700 pounds; and the moment the plug welted
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the v/hole coirtenta of the tottle ^culd "be blown out of It into the
Burroundine coal, prodnclnc a large zone oi' Intense cold, and
cooling the y;hole of the sxirrounuing riass to a comparatively low
temperature, The action, moreover. v;ould not stop here, as the cold,
heavy gas would ramaln for some time in contact, with the coal - dif-
fusion takinfr place hut slowly through tho siaall exit -pipe. hen
coal has ahsorhed as much oxygen ar. it can, it at ill retaina the
pov?er of taking in a considerable voliime of carbonic acid ga«; and
when coal has heated end then been rapidly quenched, the anount of
gas so absorbed ia very lar^^e indeed, and the inei't gas so t;r:kGn up
renalne in the pores of the coal and prevents any further tendency
to heating, indeed, a coal which has once heated, if only to a
slight degree, and has then cooled down is perfectly hamlepfl and
will not heat a second tine. It is not by any means necesf^ary to
replace the wjiole of the air in the interstices of the coal vd.th
the gas. as a long series of experiments she?/ that 60 per cent of
carbonic acid tjis prevents the ignition of the pjrrophoric substances.
A hundred cubic feet of gas can be condensed in the liquid state in
a steel cylinder 1 foot long and 7) inches in diameter; and it has
been shown that a ton of coal contains air spaces equal to about
12 cubic feet. One of these cylinders v/ould therefore have to be
put in for every eight tons of coal, an;^. these would be distributed
evenly through the cargo, and n(?ar the alarn thermonotors . which
would be set to ring a degree or tv?o belo\7 the point at v/hich the
fusible plug would melt. ?he bell ringing in the captain's room
would warn him that heating was taking place, and the bell woulcl
continue to ring until the cylinder had discharged its contents and
had cooled do'wn to a safe degree, so that the v/hole arrangement
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would "be purely automatic, and. yet the officers would knov/ If every-
thing were safe. If the ireoautions r.avocated were taken, no
dantjer could arine until the arrival of the ship at her doBtlnation,
and the ooianonest precautions would then suffice.
In conclueion, tho author remrked that the quoetion of
preventing the heating and Ignition of stores of coal on land and
ready for ufie in LunkerB could not be met so v.ell by the u«e of the
liquid {jas; and in these casofi it v/ould ho fo\ind beneficial to dress
the coals v/ith a little tar or tar oil, which would clone the pores,
and to a great extent prevent oxidation. He "believed this waa ad-
vocated hy lachnan about 1070. Crude x-etroleun in amll quantities
would also lie found valuable for thin purpose, for it has no tenden-
cy to o;^:idi;;e itfjelf, and lowers the tendency In other bodien,
"beside D co.',tints' then and wo preventing; aocenn of oxygen.
In a later paper, Trofessor levves of the '-loyal Uaval
College says, in the spontaneous ignition or ooiii stored in 1>ulk, the
oxidation of the r;ya'ites prer.ent only plays a vory RTibBi diary part,
the chief factor being t}\o surface condensation of the oxygon in the
pores of the coal and the action oi* the condensed gas in effecting
the oxidj.tlon of the hydi'ocarbons preoent in the coal. Vhile
sufl'icient ventilation to prevent any considcral'le increase in
toraperaturo v/ithin the mass is eri'eotive in preventing Ignition, it
Is practically inpoisnible to maintain this con^lltion in largo coal
^ Tho Journal of Gas lighting. 1906, page 33.
The Journal oi' the 'Jociety of Chcriical Industry, Yol. 115,
page 463.
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stores or in a cargo on board ship, where Uf5iiall7 only enough air
enters to lead to dangerous heating. The recent sugfrestion to
thoroughly wet the v7hole mass of coal is inpracticalle owing to the
great increase in v/oight brought about if sufficient vzater is
added ao as to be effective, and too small a quantity of v/^ter only
accentuates the danger.
A. 0. Doane^ in 1904 states that the amount of moisture
present in a bituminous fuel after drying in the air
be a measure of the risk of spontaneous ignition V7hen the ftiel is
stored; bitumihous coals containing -over 4.75 per cent of moisture
are dangerous. Coal bins should be of iron or steel protected by
concrete, and ahOTild be roofod over. Free air passages should be
provided around the v/alls and beneath the bins so as to keep them
oool. and the depth of coal stored should not be over 12 feet. The
customary method of providing air passages in the body of the fuel
is useless, since it only tends to accelerate oxidation and does
not produce a sufficient current of air to keep the temperature
down. Cracks or joints in the wails of the fuel bin increase the
rick of spentane 0X13 ignition for similar reasons.
Durand^ has explained the spontaneous ignition of coal
as being due to the presence of pyrites, which on oxidation under
suitable conditions inflames, and then sets fire to the coal in
which it is embedded.
^ Engineering Hews, Vol. 52, page 141.
The Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, Vol. 23, p. 1202
2
The Journal of the society of Chemical Industry, Vol. 2, p. 325
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Kooording to Fayol's^ ©xperlmenta . however, the real
cause of spontaneous combustion Is the 03cldatlon of the coal Itself
and not of the pyrites. The absorption of oxygen by coal takes place
more or less readily deponding upon the initial tcmperataire and upon
the coal being more or less finely divided. 3>lgnlte in the state of
fine duet takes fire at 150°. gas coal at 200°, coke at 260° and
anthracite at 300° or above. On heating a mixture of finely powdered
coal and pyrites up to 200° for foTir days the coal took up 6 per cent
of oxygen, while the pyrites absorbed only 3.5 per cent. Hence coal
absorbs oxygen much more energetically than pyrite does, which was
confirmed by the following experiment. 900 gr. of powdered coal and
3,350 gr. of powdered pyrites wore placed in tin cans and put in a
drying chamber. Up to 135° both behaved similarly, but from there on
the temperature of the pyrites remained almost stationary while that
of the coal quickly rooe, ignition taking f^Bce a few hours after-
wards. Two other senplea of coal and pyrites were put in a chamber
at 200°. I'he temperataire of the coal quickly increased. After -40
minutes, it reached 200°, end the coal took fire, while the pyr-ites
had at the same time only been raised to 150°. The ignition of the
coal was not at all hastened by -An admixture of pyrites.
Fayol as a result of some of his other experiments states
that "The Influence of wet weather on heaps of coal has hot been
sufficiently marked to be ebservable." On the other hand, much
evidence has been given which is absolutely opposed to the above
statement. In a letter to the English uoraralsslon in 1876,
Bulletin de la socioto de 1' Industrie Lllnerale, ^5econd series.
Vol. 8. part 3. Ifc^g
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1 "
Mr. Poole
,
Inspector of I'lnes, Hova >;cotla, malces the ITollovrlns
remark:— "Heat has been obaervod In piles of Black ooal that have
been acciiraulated (luring the siwwr for the use of en{;ines dnrlnc the
winter, when the season has been showery, bnt not v/hen It has been
dry." Much slnll :r evidence was offered the Kngllsh comisslon; for,
OTzt of 26 answers to questions as to the effect of molstiire, every
reply was to the effect that moisture was a source of danger, similar
evidence was given at the Inquiry held by the Hew rJouth T.ales
COEimlssion, although on cross examination It was brought out that
this view was more of a matter of Impression than of definite
knowledge.
Fayol also found that the coal of Coimnentry never took
fire by exposure when tho heaps wore Ions than two meters deep, no
matter what the lateral dlnonnlons of tho heaps might be. He also
found that a mixture of dust and frafjraents was the most dangerous.
(For an e?:cellont rovlcv/ of Fayol 's monumental work on the coals of
uommentry, see Threfall's article).
.'5ome valuable evidence on the subject of the size of the
2
storage heap was given by Mr. Bush
,
the Knglneer of the .^istrallan
Gjasilght (Joapany, to the Row ^50^^th "ales Commission. It appears that
the Australian Gaslight company has two coal stores - one at Kent ot.
.
and the other at Mortlake. Thene stores i.re kept more or less full
Threlfall , On the spontaneous Keating of coal
Jour, of the 3oc. of Chem. Ind., Vol. 28. p. 763, 1909.
Report of the l?'lrst ITew So^-'th ':.ales Commission, inquiring into
the causes of the firing of coal cargoes, etc.
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for gas Biaklng. The Kent Jitroet Store is filled with coal to a depth
of 14 feet, the r^ortiakc jstore to a depth of 20 feet. The Mortlake
store requires great care to prevent the coal from firing, whereas
no case of riring from spontaneous combustion has occurred at
ILent Street. All other circumstances are. so far as known, exactly
fhe same at both stores, The opinion of J;ir. Bush is that the
difference in the behavior of tho coal in the two stores is to be
attributed to the difference of depth of the coal.
It war, fom^rly supposed*^ that the oxidation of pyrites
(a common impurity of coal), is the initial cause of spontaneous
heating. 5'his, hoT?evor, has been disproved in many tests by direct
experiment, ana it also appearn that there is no direct relation
between the pyrites content of coal and Its liability to spontaneous
combustion. On the other hand, if coal is wet it has been shown
that the pyrites tend to oxidise, and in so doing may help to break
up the coal and thus render it more liable to spontaneous comlmstion
by Increasing the surface. V'e are of tho opinion, however, that the
oases of spontaneous combustion of Jiewcastlo coai are not in any v/ay
traceable to this action, since we have not been able to find that the
cargoes which have fired have been umisually wet . or that tho sulphur
content was unusually high; in fact, the average sulphur content is
only about 0.6 per cent.
It still mast be regarded as an open question, hov/ever,
whether the heating of Hewcastle coal Is in any way dependent on the
amount of moisture which it contains. On the other hand, wo have the
1
From the Intorudction to The Report of the First ITew South
V-'ales Commission, inquiring into the causes of the firing
of coal cargoes, etc.
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very definite experlnontal result of Fayol that moisture has no
InfluencG T^hatevor on the JLlatoillty to spontaneous combustion of the
coal of ComMontry, and yet we see that the fllslntegratlng action of
oxidizing pyrlte nay have an Indirect effect.
Most of the witnesses wo examined were of the opinion that
coal was more likely to fire wet; and some important evidence ?/as
given us toy Hr, A. Koss, lianager of the -^allsend r."lne (answer 1379),
and also ijy Kr. Reed, screen Overseer, in charge of the hoppers in
which the Newcastle-' allsend Coal Company store their small coal.
These witnesses stated that the temperature of the coal in the
Wallsend hopper Increased within a few days after a shower of rain.
On visiting the hopper and digging into the coal to a depth of two
or three feet, we obtained sanples of coal, some hot and racist,
some hot and cool. Tho place from v:hich the hot sar.ple was obtained
was distant only a few feet tron the plsx^e where the cool sample
was taken. Chemical examination disclosed no appreciable difference
hetv/een the two samples. It occun^ocl to us that possibly the hot
coal had been heated by distillation of stoar from the coal below,
which coal was spontaneously heated, and this wo are inclined to
think was really the case, for the scat of spontaneous combustion is
never within three feet of the surface of a heap of coal. On
drawing ISr. Heed's attention to the possibility of this e:q)lanation,
ho appeared inclined to agree with us (Q. 3426-8). Te consider it
not unlikely that the heating up of othen^lse unheated coal by the
distillation (and condensation) of steara may have given rise to the
idea that moisture is favorable to spontaneous heating.
Of course. If coal Is red hot and small quantities of
water are poured upon it, the resulting steam is decomposed by the

red hot coal, ami the carbon monoxide and hydrogen thus liberated
burn with flarains- This fact, also, we are inclined to think may
have tended to give rise to the impression that moisture ascsists
the spontaaoous coraMistion of Qoal.
It Is, perhaps, obvious from v?hat has been said on the
subject of the absorption of oxy£jen by coal, that a very important
condition is tho initial tenperature of the coal. From two cases
which cam© under our notice, wg are inclined to think that the
i
masters of ships are not sufficientiy alive to the importance of
keeping the coal away from hot surfaces, especially when the surfaces
are themselves far below the icnition point of coal. A donkey-engine
and boiler, for instance, may be sep^arated from the hold by a cement
floor laid on the deck planking, and - so far ae we could ascertain -
there seemed to be an impression that the heat which could bo trans-
mitted through such a shield could have no ill effect on the coal.
Tho fact is, howevtir, that the rate of absorption of oxygen increases
80 ei'^atly with rise of temperature that tiie moderate warning of the
coal by a steam pipe or boiler may enormously shorten the time
necessary for spontaneous combustion to Ket in, or may render spon-
taneous combustion possible in cases whore It would otherwise be
impossible
.
These remarks apply ysith great force to the practice of
loading coal in very hot weather. The coal lyine in tinicks on the
dyke and exposed to the sun Is loaded at a temperature which it mi^ht
take months to roach if it had to generate trie necesfjary heat by
absorption of oxygon. This reasonable conclusion is supported
by the faot
- sad, but significant - that throe very large ships
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were loaded together during the hot weather of January, 1896, and
all of them \7Gre the victims of spontaneonr> comluBtion,
IThe aocelerfttion of the rise of teBiporatnre consequont
on a large initial temperature Is also well illustrated hj the cases
of the "Knight of 3t. I'ichael". the "Korna", and the "Invernay", all
of which were loaded during; eij^troijiely hot weather, and all of ^rhose
cargoes hecane dangerously heated within a short tine of loading.
1
The United ?5tates Adnlralty has made ©xperimonts and elves
valuable directions for preventing the spontaneous comtmstion of coal.
Anthracite is excluded from the inquiry since only bitiiminoais coals
ar© liable to catch fire, '."he ignition of coals my be Induced by
condensation and absorption of the oxygen of the air by the coal,
where.by the tomperature is raised so hi£;h that chemical combination
between the hydrogen and oxy£*on can take place. 'This easily happens
If the coal bo very pure ami brittle, if the out side temperature
be also high, and the necesoary ventilation be wanting;. Another cause
of ii3;nitlon is the action of noisture on the sulphur of mar^ pyrltic
coals, not so much from the heat of the chomical reaction as from
the circiaastance that the coal is sflit and bro"ken up, and so fitted
for the absorption of oxygen.
Tlie arran(;€inent8 for preventing; i^jnitlon on board ship are
not taken up, but it is said that on land it is mostly the pyrltic
coals th^t take fire. Care should be taken that the coal 1? stored
on iron floors, and covered, t?ie height of the heap not to exceed
two to two and one-half metres. For sea vo^.'^c.-es, the coal should not
Oesterr. Seits. fur BexQ und Hutten, Tel. 47, par:e 78.
The Journal of the Society of Chen. In<iustry, Vol. 18, page 568.
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laden earlier than one month after it has t^een mined.
Mr, Stelkins^ in his report "before the Interr^tional
navigation Congress in 190i^, stated that the tendency towards spon-
taneous ignition of coal increases with the height to which the coal
is piled, titacks higher than fifteen feot should not be made. F.ain
during and after stacking and comproesion caused by dumping coal from
a great height on the stack, all add to the danger of ignition.
2
Mr. F. U. Sriswold of the Home Insiirsance Company, in 1904
states that spontaneous ignition is raorf. narked in free burning or
so-called ''high steaming coals" including: "gas coals". These coals
usually contain a large amo^mt of volatile matter and small smounts
of ox^^con. The tendency towards spontaneous ignition increasoe when
sulphur or lignites are found in the coal and especially v,hen pyrite
is present. Slack, nine run, and dirty coal arc dangerous because
of the fire particles present, the latter gradually sift to the
bottom and are compressed.
According to Mr. Griswold a satisfactory explanation of
spontaneous ignition and combustion of bit\iminous coal has not as
yet been made. The best aiithorities say it is due to chemical
changes in the substP.nce of the coal resulting from the absorptive
4
powers of carbon, the latter increases with rise in temperature, Hise
in temperature may be due to the chemical action caused by slow
oxidation or to the mechanical force of pressure, both of these con-
Sit ions may be stimulated by moieture and the presence of pyrites.
Some claim that over H-1 /2 por cent of sulphur in the form of ryrlte
American Society of Saval Engineers, irebruary 1901.
Engineering Sev/s, piovember 10, 1904, page 409.
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Is dangerous. Various tests have been proposed to detonnlne the
liability of a coal to heat , such as the gain In weig?it of the coal
at 250°>\ and the ahsorption of bromine, hut these tests are not
valuable as it is difficult to tell how much oxygen the coal has
already ahsorhed. He recommends that no wood he used In the
construction of bins, that all iron-work toe covered with concrete,
that no steam pipes or flues be near the bins, that a good circulation
Of air be about the slides and under the bins, and that the coal
should not be piled to a depth greater than twelve feet. Ho also
recocnends that the bins toe roofed, and that they contain pipes in
which thermostats should be placed, and when the latter register
140°y., something should be done to stop the rise in temperature.
A. K, Pixon"^ in 1906 says that the spontaneous ignition
occurs with friable hituminous coal, and particularly with those
grades containing brasses or iron pyrites, and when the coal is damp
the trouble is increased. The cause is probably due to the absorp-
tion of oxygen by the carbonaoeotis material, just as is the case
with oily cotton waste.
An article describing the coal storage department of the
v;orks of the Lackawanna steel company says, "derricks are used to
pile the coal and they are able to pile it to a height of 60 feet;
but to avoid spontaneous combustion, it was deemed advisable to
restrict the height of the piles fo 20 or 30 feet,"-
Kr. Pator Btillock glvos several cases of coal piles
^ Engineering Mews, November 10, 1904, page 409
^ Knginoorlng Keoord, July 4, 1903.
Power, 1908, page 676.
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oatchins on fire, seenin^ly due to spontaneoxia conTnistion. In all
about ten or twelve casfiS wero cited; a))0"ut hair of theso capx-a he
"beltevea to be dxie to heatin^j from atean pipes whicii were near by,
for the othert5 he gives no explanations.
(Jrovea and Thorp"^ stnte that gasos occluded in the
orevicen or cavities of the coal escape during mininf; and continue to
do 30 after storage » The inflammable nature of theae gases make
thera a source or great danger, for it is believed that they -are the
causes of many of the disastrous e:xplosioiio on board vessels carrying
coal as a cargo,
2
Parr and Barker, working on the gases occluded in Illinois
coal, fot^nd that tv,'o active processes are set up loi-ietViately upon
liberation of the coal from the vein. The first is an exudation of
hydrocarbons, consisting raainly of marsh gas (OH*), and the second
is an absorption of oxygen, 'rhey found that after a period of two
months practically all of the marsh gas had been liberated and,
although the avidity of the fresh coal for 03cygcn was very pronounced,
after a period of tv;o nonths active absorption of ox;^rgen still took
place. g
The work of K. T. Chamberlin on explosive mine gases and
dusts confirms the above "sfork of Parr and Barker, v^orking on the
gases occludod in the coals of the rJaomi
,
Monangah and 33arr mines
of Pennsylvania and Vest Virginia, the author found that after the
^ liroves and Thorp, uhenical Technology, page 82.
^ University of Illinois, Engineering iixperiment station ijulletiia
# 32, 1909.
^ Bulletin 38S. U. S. (ieol. Sur. "iixplosive Kine uases and Dusts'
1909.

extraneous nitrogren had been removed methane was by rar tne most
Important fjas vrhich escaped from the bottled coal. In some tests It
ran as high as VB per cent or all the gas coming from the coal;
more commonly, hov/ever. It const Itaited rrom 80 to 95 per cent of the
gas liberated. The finely crushed coals gave out mothano at a very
rapid rate, practically all of it in a period of B or 10 weeks, V7here-
as the small Inmp coal gave out the methane at a slow iinifOTTn rato
,
although after a period of '^6 weel-cs the total volume of methane given
off almost equaled that given off by the rine coal.
vorking pn the comparative inflammabiiitjr of coal dusts
from the three mines mentioned above rithin a few days ai*ter the
iinus'aally violent and ratal explosions which swept ail three, the
author points out some valxiabi.e racts concerning the absori^tlon of
oxygen by coal. He found that comparatively little oxygen can be
sxtracted from coal, although very large volumes of oxygen are rapid-
ly and steadily absorbed by the coal. The experiments with coal dust
Indicate that, with exposure to the action of the ajr, tnere is a
ievelopment of the oxides of carbon and sulphur within this dust, or
)f compounds which give off these gases at moderate temperatures.
:oal bottled in air for a few vreeks gives off a much higher proportion
)f carbon dioxide than if placed in a vacui7m; but it does not give off
IS carbon dioxide, within a short time at any rate, more than a small
percentage of the oxygen anBorDGd from the air in the bottle. Air
)Ottled v.'ith Illinois {Cardiff mine) coal for two v;eeks contained at
;he end of tha-t time only 1.05 per cent of oxygen and 1.59 per cent
}f carbon dioxide, together with 0.62 per cent methane and 96.74
per cent of nitrogen. Thus only a small proportion of the oxygen
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whlch ^ea into coal comes out ar;ain as carbon lUoxide. The formatio i
of water by the oxidation of a pr.rt of the hydrogen In the oo&l Is a
natural explanation for the appp.rent disappearance of come of this
oxygen. It may also be that oome of tho or£;:anio compounclB have been
only partly saturated and hence the oxygen absorbed is not given off
at once as carbon dioxide, but cones off later vrhon the oxidation has
progreosed further.
Dennstedt and bxmz in 1908-^ exagg:eratea the conditions of
spontaneous combustion by passing oxyj-en through a sample of coal at
156^ or 150°C. The coals tested by them were divided into rour
classes
1. Coals whoso temperature never rises above that of the
bath.
2. Coals that rise only slightly above the bath temperature
3. Coals that rise fairly high, bttt will not take fire
unless the oxygen supply is ca-refully increased rith the
rise in temperature.
4. Coals that take fire easily, usually in about t^^o hours.
Six typical coals were selected to determine what chemical variations
accompanied the above classes. They found that coals that have been
thorougjhly wet kindle more rapidly than if they have been kept dry.
Quoting their conclusions we find that self ignition increases in a
ratio correspondine to the amount of moifture in air dr;^ coal,
mechanically combined moisture is not meant for the coals used cave
;he Impression of being perfectly dry» the moisture seems to be v/ater
3f constitution.
1
SGitschrlft fur ang. Chemie, 1908, Vol. 21, p. 1825-35
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3urface absorption has the Bame de^ee of Importance as
the aLove v;ater ol' const itntlon. The question certainly is not one
of hydrooooplcity , or of the hydroscopic inorjjanlo r.altf? present » for
yater nolnble nineral salts arc round in very eraall quantities in all
ooalo, 80 small that they do not ev^^.n increaKC the mirface absorption.
Moisture and its reahsorption is allied to, or controlled
bo a certain extent by, the or^ranic siibstances .^^nd their composition.
It may also be noticed here that the humic acids? formed in the coals
are exceedingly hydroscopic ^ hwt these cannot caxiae the surface ab-
30rption In the original corals because no completely rorrned hunlc
iclds are present, thererore the Increased aurfac© abBorptlon of the
jxldlzerl coals is undoubtedly due to the hiwiio acids. The Increasing
daumene number (with increasing self ignition) Is alBo In accordance
vith the idea of water of constitution, and here it ia also oeen
;hat the organic substances have an Influence for the Matimene nunber
.ncreases in the ?,smc ratio evc^n in those coals- that vrere dried in
I current of carbon dioxide. It is very remarkable that theae coalo,
Iried in this v.ay, should canne a rise in temperature when they are
stirred in cold water (this property increases as self Ignition
.ncreasea). The Iia\unene n^.inbcr can, therefore, well aerv^t as a
standard v/hich v/ould decide a coal's power of aelf ignition.
neither amount nor kind of mineral substanco or pyrite
found in coal have any effect on the self ignition, thlr is seem
fithout a doubt from a conniderat ion of the analy1.ioal data, The
pyrite content in very small, ann bORjdes the pyrltio cOcQfi are not
:;he easiest to self ignite. One could also think of certain cata-
lytic actions, to this effect we made nunero^^s observations upon
JOals which ve were sure had caused fires, ann they had only a very
V
small amount of pyrite that ocotirred in a fine condition. Thla
pyrite was found in the slaty portion of the coal and upon fi'osh
cleavage fractures in the form of a fine sulphur colored film. But
the fact that just such coals, which are very easily self ignitable,
8U0h as Scotch coal Uo. 6, contained a minimum qiiantity of pyrite
carries one away from the above idea. The same might he thouc^t of
the hydrochloric acid soluble iron in the original coal, that this
might be due to a catalytic action, but here also the amount is so
small and does not grow v/ith the degree of self ignition that we did
not even think it necessary to insert the analytical data in our
tables. One conld rather speak of the water soluble iron in the
oxidized coal as due to this cause; sometimes in coals that have been
stored for a long time and perhaps have become wet too, an oxidation
of pyritic iron in the form of basic sulphate is found, but we did
not find any increased self ignition in them.
From the above it seems to us without a doubt that the
organic substances control the self ignition of coal, and it depends
not so much on the amoiint but rather upon the kind and composition.
This follows directly from the ultimate analysis, of course organic
combined sulphur and nitrogen have no effect, at least the amount
of the same, /or it is seen that both are not found in any greater
amounts in coals that are easily inflammable over coals not easily
so. 7;ith the sulphur one could think of the formation of easily
inflammable compoimds; for example, carbon bisulphide. During the
oxidation process we have looked for carbon bisulphide, but have not
found even a trace. Very conspicuous in the elemental composition
is t?*e proportionately small amount of hydrogen in the more
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Inflammable coala, and the paiiJiciilarly larger amount of oxy£;en which
is especially noticcahle in the small amount of availa'ble hydrogen.
If the self v/arming and ie;nition is causou "by this oxida-
tion, which V7e "believe has "been shown, than at firfJt glance it seems
as a contradiction that thone coals already ao rich in oxygen are the
most easily 03cidi;:ed. iiut when one thinks that all coals are finally
striving for a similar or equal character or composition, then one
can easily picture that a transition i^eriod of narked inflammability
exists, which the easily inflan"iaT;>le coals have already reached. This
is in accordance with the remarkable properties of the coals in
class II, v;hich with preparatory treatment at 1S6°C ^ith oxygen
become more easily inflammable. This point seemed to ns to be of
sufficient weight to cause certain quantitative experiments to be
nade so as to prove it. With coal Ho. II fGerinaniaj a marked change
bakes place by treating with oxygen at 1.35^C. Thie change consists
3f an addition in weight and a coneideralle loss of carbon dioxide
and water, and this we think provos our assertion. Of course it is
not necessary in order to change to an inflammable coal that the
above must take place throughout the entire coal. It is sufficient
if it happens in certain localities or perhaps only at the surface
Df small coal particles. That the addition in v/eight which takes
place in oxidation, caused by the taking up of oxygoniis not sub-
stantially less in the loss inflammable coals, v/ith the exception of
;he altogether uninflammable coal marked liixon Navigation, this rests
3learly on similar reasons. (the same is found imder Table VI), from
:he ultimate analysis of the oxidized coal showing the addition of
)xygon and the loss of carbon and hydrogen. Altogether out of plr.ce
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In this resp^ict Is the unlnfla-mmable coal Ho. 1. Mxon Navigation,
which oxidiZFfa very slowly.
The ^na prodiict of the oxid&tion is clearly seen to "be the
hximic acids, and from the hiimic mimher is found without pocBibility
of contradiction hov: the oa»ily inflamable and oxldixablo coalB are
far above the otherB, Less easy to account for is the fluctimting
value or amoiint of pyridin extract, especially 'vvhen one sees the
content of the original and oxidizer! coals; but one thin£j is certain
that in the majority of cases the extract grows with the de^ee of
self ignition and is increased "by oxidation. Tne one exception is
Coal So, II, which is perhaps ascribahlc to imperfect methods.
Our researches show that the organic parts of the coal
play two different roles which have little to do with one another.
That portion soluhlo in organic solvents seems of similar character
and composition and perhaps of similar origin as the soluble
portion of Braunkohle , for example the so-called Iiontanv;achs , only
the coal extract contains more oxygen and is therefore prohahly of
similai origin but changed by oxidation.
That portion of the coal insoluble in organic solvents
w© look upon as the real coal substance probably formed from
cellulose in the original wood; and that substance is which on
farther oxi flat ion yields the hiimic acids and which, although not
altogether still in the main part, determines the self ignition of
the coal. It contains also the Tinsaturatod compounds upon ?/hich the
iodine addition rests, which in the iodine number express themselves
quantitatively, they run parallel with the capacity for oxidation;
the remarkable fluctuation of the iodine number is the original and
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oxidized coals we leave i'or the present xjurposely untouched.
i3ut , since the iodine number is so easy to determine,
one has in the wain a practicable means next after the mumene number
for detorraining the degree of danger from fire of the coal.
Summariijing their work it is seen that sj^ontaneous
combustibility increases with the foilowing:-
1. Moisture at 105°
2. Brittlenuss.
3. Iodine rJumber.
4. llauEiene iju3?}ber.
6. Huiaus Jiumber.
Oraefe"^ noted that naturally weathered coal contains more
ash, is of a lower calorific valise, and on distillation gives less
tar but of a higher paraffin content than the fresh coal.
2
Brdmann and stolzenberg found the work of uraefc to be in
accord v;ith the asstimption that it is the unsaturated bodies, namely;
the humus, that undergoes slow oxidation, 'i^hat the humiis Is the un-
saturated body is shown by the fact that it absorbs large amounts of
bromine without the evolution of hydrobromic acid, also its vigorous
reaction with o^one. The hiunus can be extracted from the coal with
alkali and separates on Jicidifying. A current of oxygen containing
2 per cent of ozone passed over humus in a U-tube at the rate of
500 c.c. per minute caused combustion in 23 minutes, Brlcket coals
Braun'zohle, Vol. 6, 713.
Braunkohle , Vol . 7 , G9
Chemlsches ucntralblatt , Vol. 79, p. 456» Aug. 6, 1908.
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coareRly powdered and nointened took fire In about 70 minutes; while
dry, the temperature did not rlBO over 48°C. Those ©xperlmentn lead
the authors to the conoluslon that the self Ignition of small coal
ie due to the action of ozone.
Dry pyrlte shov/ed no increase of temperature; moist,
only a 12° rise. A mixture of humus and 10 per cent of powdered
caroasite {crystalline pyritej took loni^r to ignite than pure humus
;
consequently, pyrite is not the caaise of spent aneoun conhustlon in
coals.
The self ignition of coal is prohahly not determined by
the oijone content of the air but rather by the production of osone
?7hloh Is found by the evaporation of moisture fron the aur."ace of the
BOlst coal. In agreeraent with the above statement is the fact that
fires in coal heaps occur more frequently on warm, sunny days after
a rain '^'here the su^fface evaporation is especially £p:eat. The o?,ono
found under these conditions immediately bOc'^iinG to react rdth» and is
absorbed by the humus s;5.bstances which break up by its action in the
presence of water into carbon dioxide and saturated cleava^^e products
Buch as humic acid. The heat produced by this reaction accumulates
vhen sufficiently Insi.ilated, and the rising temperature also causes
the more inactive atmospheric oxygen to react, so that under favorable
3ondltlons the temperature will rlre to the ignition point.
The reaction of coals v/lth ozone as first described is
1 measure of their tendency to spontaneous combustion.
Moist cellulose (filtor paper) shox.ecl no rise in tempera-
ture in 2 per cent ozone; v;heat bran rose only 4,5°; while cotton
mste soaked in linseed oil ignited very quickly.
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0. Boudoiiartl
,
1909, In his work von the oxiaatlon of coale
and the products rejnxltinc therefrom found that in contact with the
air at 100 C coal rearlll^ undergoes oxidation; the increase In weight
through absorption of oxygen, In some cases being as high as 10 per
cent. After oxidation In this way, coai Is found to contain humic
acid and to have lost Its power of coking. The author then extract-
ed the humlc acid by means of potassium hydroxide solution from seven
varieties of coal, both before and after artificial oxidation. The
results of the fourteen analyses show that the chonlcal constituents
of the humlc suhstances thus obtained correspond with one or the
other of the formulae
I.-C29 %4 Og (Bertholet and Andre)
^•-^18 %8 % (Malagutl)
^''ha ^4 ^11
and that the effect of oxidizing the coal is to diminish the carbon
and Increase the Tij^roc^n and oxygfm content of the humlc substance
yielded by the coal. Concentrated nitric acid causes more complete
oxidation and increases the yield of humlc acid.
In an attempt to account for the coking power or coal,
several samples were submitted to the effect of various organic
Bulletin de la Hoclete uhlmlque. Vol. 5, 366
5, 372
5, 377
5, 380
oompte rend. 147, 986
148. ^84
148, 348
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solvents, heyonci the extraction of a small amount oif* resinous nattor
these solvents had little if any effect, 'jonoentrated hydrochloric,
sulphuric and nitric acids, also Z5 per cent potar-siuai hydroxide
solution, and finally ^;chweitzer ' s reagent were tried, 's.'oncent rated
hydrochloric acid had no effect, concentrated siilphuric and nitric
acido destroy the coking pO"er, the 26 per cent potaasiam h^'droxide
solution and :5chvreitzer ' js reagent reduced the coking power consider-
a'bly. The successive action of the potassium hydroxide solution,
hydrochloric acid and i>chv.eitr.cr ' o reagent canned the total locj of
coking power; the solubility of the coilxilose like suhstances in the
Jichweitzer 's reagent is the explanation given for this result,
5:'hQ hi.anlc acids found in the oxidized non-coking coals are
probably the carbohydrates of the original coal in a condensed and
polymerised condition. (Ilote : The polyatomic alcohols, sugars, etc,
furnish humic derivatives by condensation and dehydration under the
influence of or in tlio presence of heat or alkalis and acids, "i'heso
humic substances thus artificaiiy prepared are found to be very
similar in composition to those extracted rron peats and lignites.
These facts tend to substantiate Fremy's"^ theory of the formation of
peats through the renaentation of vegetable natter and tho subsequent
formation of coal tlirough the agencies of heat and pressure j- 'i?he
not
fact that anthracite has the pov.or to make coke is easily explained;
this class of coals represents the furthest progress in the meta-
morphosis of the plc^-nt naterial which no longer contains cellulose.
In fact the natural or oxidtged anthracites are free of humlc acid.
Comp. ilend. 80, p. 1048,(1879).
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^;pecial attention m^st bo given to the Taot that ev«n a minute amount
of hiiraic &cia is sulTicient to instantly cause the loss ol' coking
power.
Dr. BsioexTmn' found that coal stored ror a long time
became unfit ror the mamifacture of ^jas, the coals lost in c"i3ifying
and ookinc value an<i alao in heating pov>'er. fie claims that the
spontaneous coml)U8tion of coal ia due to the absorption of oxy^^on by
the coal substance. He gives the result of a series of exporiments
on spontaneous ignition in v/hich he xised iJOO kilo and then heated
these samples in a fire brick retort at 60^C. Tne coal was supplied
with air at a temperainro of ii40- H6^C. and practically ignited in
36 - 39 hours. He found that coals that oxidiaed ihe siost and gave
the greatest rise in teinr-eraturc absorbed the largest quantities
of bromine.
Parr ajid Francis, v^-orking upon the modification of Illinois
ooals by low temperature distillation, found that active oxidation
was erfected at an unexpectedly low temperature. They found that a
considerable quantity or carbon dioxide was given off by the coal on
distillation in an atraoephere of nitrogen and steam, and a much larger
amount was given ofr vrhen an atraosrhere of ox^^gen wag used. Under the
Icittor condition an occasional rise or the temperature in the retort
tvas noted, seer-iingiy inaei)endont or the external source of heat. This
fact 3ead to a series or experiments vvhorein careful tenperature
Schillings Jour, fiir Gasbeieuohtung u.
-asservorsorgung
Vol. 49, p. 419
University of Illinois, isngineering Kxperlment station
Bulletin ^ 24. (1908)
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ouservations 7/ere made and in which the outgoing gaa could be tested
for carbon dioxide. Using an atnoaphere or piire oxygen thej round
carbon dioxide evolved at about lHO°c;, the kind or coaX seemingly
being immaterial, ror Illinois coal, Pittsburg gas coal, find
anthracite were used. Ignition temperatureo ranged from 160*'' to
SOO^C. Using air as an atmosphere the initial appearance of carbon
dioxide was at aboait 13fa ' inetead of IHO' with pxire oxygen. This
result ia what would be expected, for the dilution or oxygen in the
air by nitrogen. ?/ould retard or lessen the activity of oxygen. At
280^ a rapid rise in the oxidation temperature took place, notwith-
standing the cessation or the external heat. This fact was observed
on a sample of Illinois bituminous po\vdered coal in an atmosphere of
air. seemingly, therefore, v.-e have here an Illustration of a type
or combuotion v;hiGh, while still below the ignition point, is still
self supporting and would be continuous, depending upon the oxygen
supply.
V;hitet in studying the oxygenation and weathering of coal,
notes that in general the lower classes of coals take up oxygen on
exposure to the air. This, together with some immediate loss of
compressed volatile natter ( of. work of l^rr & liarkerj appears to
mark the first phase or v/eatnering. Later, and on prolonged ex-
posure, there seems to bo a considerable lor>s of carbon and hjd.ro£;en
also, especially in the humic (ordinary; coals.
I'he v;eathering of the lov?er grades of coal, especially
bitiuainous, lignites and peats, is marked by the accession of oxygen
^ U. 3. Qeol. Siir. Bull,
-f 362, "The i^ffoct of Oxygen In Coal."
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which is taken into comlmstion. This increase or the oxygen contents
Which soensi to indicate lack of eqr.iiibrim in the hydrocarbon
oonpounds or the normal coal, roadiiy pernits a calorific clericioncy
Which, on account ot the high calorific value of oxygen, is often
serious.
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CHAPTKR III.
smsKARY OF opimoirs.
Reviewing; the literature given in the preceding chapter,
it is Been that opinions dirfer r*s to the real cause or sponta-neous
oonbuKtion. xhe leading factorti my, however, be aiumned up as being
the foilov.ing:-
1. The kind or coal, in regard to its TOl&tile matter.
2. The pairitv of the coal.
3. The presence oT pyrite or other sulphur compounds.
4. v^he temperature ot: the coal.
5. riie sixo of the coal.
6. The presence oi* occluded gases in the coal.
7. The prei-3once oi' noiaturo
a. The accosBibility of oscycen.
Prescuro on the coal.
yrora the ignition temperatures given "by Fayol it is seen
that only those coals (such as lignite?, bituminous and seni-hi tuiai-
nousj containing large amounts of volatile matter are liable to
ignite spontaneously, and that anthracite v^ith its very low percent-
age of volatile natter la practically entirely excluded. The
results of the v/ork of 0. Boudouard the coking power of coals also
substantiates this view, for in his work he found that those coals
richest in volatile matter (carbohydrates, cellulose, etc) were
most liable to spontaneous combustion.
The v/ork of our own Government seems to Indicate that
coals of exceptional purity are more apt to heat up than coals con-
taining large amounts of extraneous matter. This is probably due
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to the fact that very piire coals are able to condense and absorb
the oxygen of the air miCh faster than other coals and so cause an
increase in temporature
, which finally remiito in the chemical combi-
nation of the oxy^jen and hydrogen occluded in the coal, TniQ view
is confirmed by the later work of j>0nnstedt and mnz , who foiind
that those coals causing spontaneous oonbustion or those coals which
oxidized and increased in temperature most rapidly were reriarkably
fi-ee fropi mineral matter and pyrite.
As to what part sulphur oompo^mds, 6Si:>ecially pyrite, play
in the spont^ineous i^^ition of coal, opinion® differ greatly. Some
believe pyrite to be the loading- factor, while others believe it
plays no part at all. or if oo, ascribe to it a position of minor
importance and believe its action to be merely a subsidiary one. The
oxidising action of the air upon px^rites is» ho^/?ovor, admitted, and
the notion seons to be fairly general ana v/ell established that
pyritic oxidation tends to raise the temperature of the coal. If
this is true and if the ihitial rise in tenpeiature of the coal heap
is really due to pyritic oxiaation. then the pjT'ite plays a very
important role in T;ha subject of spontaneous combust ion, for it
Beeras firmly establislied that if the coal once reaches a certain
temperature an increase in temperature, whether due to oxidation or
>ther caiisos is sure to take place, with the final result being
combustion. On the other hand, it is seen from the work of rayol
,
Jennstedt and buna. 0/hrelfall and others that coals containing
pyrite in a quantity too insifrnificant to be noticed are very apt to
-gnite spontaneously. The iJewcastle coal of the New South walos
.8 also a very good example of this class of coals.
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Othera, howevor, bellcvr. that the only InlTluencc ot the
pyritf-i IB a r;echanical ono
. In which tho oxidation of the thin films
of pyrite in tl^c coiil merely servo to break the coal. Thie seeas
to be truo to a certain extent, jfor soans of Illinoir. coal have been
found in v?hich the pyrite ha8 alnoot completoly oxictizod to i'orrotis
sulphate and in doing ao has literally torn the coal into shrodo,
I-tost of the authors agree that the teigperature of the
coal \indouttodly is one or tf:6 min factors in the 'A\riole. euujoct of
spontannouB ooralmstion.for cases of spontanoouB combustion i.avc
occurred time and again ?.-here probably they never woiild have occurred
if there had not been an initial heating in aoiae \va3r or other. The
new aouth wales t;omiB9ion thiiiicc that the initial tcroperature of tho
coal at the tine of storage or loading is one of the great factors In
the subject of spontaneouw cowbuetlon, the true danger of vrhich has
not heretofore been fiilly appreciated. irjourcfiS of heat seemingly
insignificant arc frequently the cause of bringing the tem2)erat*ar0
of the coal up to thr^^ dan^'er point and so cauBing co^^ls to ignite
which, \inder carefully re£,-ulated conditions of stora£;e ,\^-ould not
be at all dangerous. lT\iincrouB cases ai-e on record where the cavise of
t]ic spontaneous ignition of iar^^e coal i^tores and loads v^as finally
traced back to initial heating; froLi iliies. stem-i pipes, or direct
oxposiire to the mn, C'hiR increaBed temperature, vvliotiier coming
fron outside sources or from physical or ohoriical reactions within
the coal, tends to acooierato the absorption of oxye:^n and thereby
to raifse the temperature of the coal. It also tends to drive out
the inflammable gases occluded in the coal, and so ^-ro.'-tly accentuate
the dancjer of spontaneous ignition.
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1
That .?ino ooal is a more active ahsorhcnt of oxygen and
no re liable to ignite spontaneoiifjly than largo conl v/aa s>.own as
far "back as 1866 "by Kichtor. i-ractiotia Iv all of the later experl-
nentere in this field concede this to be true, for havjn^^ a gproater
stirface tlie fine particles^ can absoa-b nnch noro oxygen than largo
lumps; and since this rapidity of absorption causes an increase in
temperature, which in t-^irn proaiicos favorable conditions for i^irther
absorption and for cheTnical action between tho o;v.y5on of the air and
the hydrogen of the coal, the danger of spontaneous cor.bustion is
greatly increased
»
ThroughoT«.t the lltcrr.tui'c v/arnlngB are found cfiutlonin^':
ooal users end shippers a.-ainnt storing fin^^ coal. Sorae have even
advocated that only largo lumps should be transporter? on shipboard
and that these should be ca^el'^iilly packed by hand. The covering of
coal piles with slack is to be svoided, also the coal shoiild be
handled as little as possible to avoin d.lsintegration. for In hand-
ling the riner paiticles grac^.nally sift down to the bottom of the
pile where they accunulate snd are a muroe of danger, for at the cen-
ter and bottom of the pile the most favorable eonoitions for spontan-
eous ignition exist. Here the coal is sufficient.ly ins^aatccl . by the
surrounding coal so as to retain all the heat that is generated. Air
is accessible in sufficient air.ounts so as to cause oxidation, ana
still is not present in largo ^noxir;:h anounts to con;ii'ct away the heat
The fact that Triable coals are nore prone to ignite spent aneo^.^-ly
than coals not so, also soens to substantiate tV.e above opinion.
Dennstedt anrl Bimz in their vorlz on thin sv.bject ovnn v/ent so ro.r as
to nako a friability tent on all tho coals tT:ey worked with, for
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they conceded tho dan^-^er e.ri::in^;, from the fine co?*! vrith its groat
avidity for oxy^^Gn, and reooismended that thcsy conaiclerec? safe to
transport on board ship only those coals paesing a certain standard
in their fria^blllty test.
T.'hlle it is now a ?rell known fact that ^-nsor. of an in--
flaroraablo natTire are occluded in coal, their relation to the r.pon-
taneouB ignition of coal has not yet heon clearly established, v'heth
er the tT^^aes occluded in the coal are tho real caiipe of w^ontcaicous
ignition i3 doTJbtful, bv.t if the coal heconoB heated up hy oxidation
or some other cause to a tenporatm-e hi£;h enou£:h for the oxy{;en of
the air to finite with the:-5e rases, then it in seen that the prosonco
of these £;ases conBtitiites a source of (i&nge.T and then coals v;lth
large amounts of gasen occluded in thera would bo more liable to
Ignite than coalp, containing smaller anountB of these gases.
Opinions differ greatly as to what part moisture in the
coal playo in the spontaneoiiB combustion of the Btune. Bone, a»g
I>oane, believe the nolst^irc content of the air dry coal to be a
direct index of Its poorer to ignite spontaneoijsiy , Kvidence given
to the iSew ^:outh '"ales uommlselon and also the iirltls}! Oonmiss^ion
shows that coal piles are more apt to take fire during warn 7.'oather
following showers than at other times, although J'ayol as a result of
e>rperinental ';7ork claims that the influence of the weather on coal
heaps has not been sufficiently marked to be obeervahle. Krdinann
and ^3tolzenbe^g believe the spontaneous comhustion of coal to be
due to the formation of ozone "by the action of the sun on warn,
s\inny days following a raln^v.hen the surface evaporation is especial-
ly great. If this is true, moisture plays a more important part
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In the phenomena or spontaneo^ae cowbustlon than has heretofore been
acorlbed to It.
That tho presence of moistui'e materially as«l8t« tiie
pyritic oxidation Is generally conceded, although whether it cax^sos
an inoreawc In temperature or Jnot a disinteg-ration of the coal duo
to the formation of ferrous sulphate is a matter of dispute. Others
telieve that the only part that moisture plays is a mechanical one
where the moisture by alternate freezing and thawing breaks up the
coal into smaller pai'tlcles and so exposes more surface to the
oxygen of the air. Ae;ain it is thought that aside from increasing
the pyj'itic oxidation, molstm-e acto slq a catalytic agent between the
carbon and hydrogen or unsaturated coviies of the coal and the oxygon
of the air. jeerhaps, as i*:rdmann and Stolzenberg have BugcQSted, this
reaction may conBist of the formation of ozone which is immediately
absorbed by the coal, This idea of catalytic action on the part
of the moisture is substantiated to some extent by the fact that
some coalB containing minimum amounts of pyrite are nevertheless
very liable to spontaneous ignition; anci coals of this class, namely
the Uewoastle and ^>cotch coals have been known to cause fires.
That the combination of oxygen r/ith the constituent 8 of
the coal causen a rise in temperature seems to be firmly established.
Vhich paiiilcular constitiient is the cause of the rise in temperature
has not, howevo^r, been shov;n with any great degree of certainty. The
presence of htunic acid in the oxidised coal leads one to believe
that the oxygen combines with some of the unsaturated humus Codies,
Bucn as the polysaccharides. That this humus substance is an un-
saturated Dody Is shown by the fact that It absorbs large amounts of
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bromine v/ithont the evolution of hydrobromic acid. In fact ?ischer
goea so far as to devise a practical test to deteiTiine the safety
of a coal Ijv neaniJ of this reaction v^ith "bromine.
The idea is also held that the oxy^jen of the air combines
directly ^•.ith the carl)on and hydrogen of the coal and no causes an
increase in teraxDerature
. If amoi-phouc carhon f charcoal and lampblack
can "be oxidised to oarhon dioxide on exposure to the air by means of
bacteria, aa has been proven by Potter^ the oxidation of the carbon
of the coal Is very probable.
Tae presence of oxy£;en is therefore to be avoided and the
old idea of thoroughly ventilating; the coal piles by free access of
air is gradually being dropped, and at the present authorities deem
it advisable to keep the coal away from the air an much as possible,
either by submerging it under water or i^toring the coal in covered
concrete bins. If ventilation Is vised to lov/er the temperature of
the Goiil, it should be through pipes, so that the cooling air cannot
come in contact with the coal at all.
The belief that pressure on the coal is one of the lead-
ing factors in the spontaneous ignition of coal seems to be gaining
ground, and because of this fact it is advocated that coal heaps
should not be any higher than 16-20 feet. The experience of
Hr. Bush in this respect (spe page 23 j is certainly very startling,
and in a store of that size the question is very probably one of
pressure rather than radiation, although in smaller storage units it
would probably be hard to decide whether the cause of the spontaneous
Proo. Roy. Soc. London (B), Vol. 80, p. 196.
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oomtustlon was clue to preanure or lack of proper InBuIa.tion of the
heat senexataa within the pile.
Jiooauoe of the general strike of bitUTninous coal talnors
In the early apring of lyio many of the iar^;e users of coal, such
as thn railroads, storod Inrsc quantities of coal for future ui:^e. In
reply to a clrcul?;r letter oent out for the purpoi^e of sathering data
and information of this coal in actual storage, Kr. P. ::ahor,
b-uperintenri.ent of Motive Power of the ohicago Alton
-Railroad Company
reports as follows:- A pile containlnc '^'^50 tons, 6 foot high, SOO
feet long and H feet wl(!«=^, of run of taine
,
^^prinsfield J;aitrict coal,
stored at Slater. Illinole. a nonth and a half after fstcra^e shored
50 per oeiit of slaclr anr! the company v/as not £-0tting results from
the storage coal mich ar; were obtained lYon siniilar coal fresh from
the mine. A pile of the sarae kind aud ei^o of coal ntored at
Brighton rark. Illinois, containing 3300 tone, orui'ibled into 20 per
cent of slack, ri-his pile was 6 feet high. 7-72 feet long and 41 feet
wide. A pile of similar coal stored at kid.r:ely. Illinois, containing
19,710 tons sr:o\ved 35 rer cent of :Uack and took fire in several
places. T'hls pile was 10 feet high. Z7>0 feet long and 80 feet wide.
The roaBon that the latter pile took fire and the former two did not
v.-as probably due to the increaijod height of storar:©. Tliis v/as tho
same difficulty experienced by Kx. Bush, '."hether the direct cause
was pressure due to the height of the pile or increased si^.e of the
pile 5 k hare? to say Tiecaue^c the first two piles were very much traaller
than the third.
The practice of dr-ppin^^ coal from great heights is to be
avoided because of the compression produced on the coal below as well
ps the increased disintegration.
[1
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CHAPTJ5R IV.
OUTIIIK OP EXPKKIM?:i?TAI IWF-STiaATIOITS.
By thus assenbline the results of many Invest igaxors , it
appears that the primary conaitlonK wnich load to spontaneous combus-
tion are as foliows:-
(IJ the presence of pyrite;
iZ) the size of coal.
(3) the initial or induced temperature of the coal.
(4) the presence of moisture.
While these results are extremely suft^gestive
,
they cannot
he looked upon as conclusive or necessarily applicable to the problems
connected with coal storage in this region. Two reasons at least may
be given in support of this statement: it^irst
, Such an assembling of
results gives no suggestion as to the relativ^^ importance of the
various influences, and Second, The conclusions of an investigator
based upon experiments v^ith one type of coal might not apply in the
case of a coal differing in texture and chemical composition. These
two features must be understoof for any given type of coal before
any safe statements can be raado regarding that particular region. For
example, \?hile it may be true of any coal that the above enumerated
causes are operative, it Is more important in any case to know the
order of their importance. Again, in the case of coals from the mid-
continental field, i.e. of the Illinois type, a peculiarity of
composition exists which may enter into the problem as a factor. The
coals of this region, for example, are characterized by a high content
of moisture seldom below 10 per cent and averaging from 12 to 15 per
cent at the vein. This is in marked contrast to coals of the same
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e:eneral type of the eastern United States and Europe, where this
factor rarely exceeds 2 to 4 per cent. Again this fact, while
perhaps not so slgnifleant in Itself, Is always accompanied "by anoth-
er Iten which may have some bearing in that this large water content
is always accompanied "by a higher content of oxygen com'bineri as a
part of the organic matter, in contrast to the lower oxygen content
of the low moisture hit^iminous coals. Also, the high sulphur content
of Illinois coal, ranging from 1 to 6 per cent, with the average at
about 4 per cent,may materially influence the spontaneous comhustion
of this type of coal.
The Illihois bitTiminous coals with their high moisture and
ash, varying amounts of sulphur and inert volatile matter, seem, there
fore, to require special study in order to establish the reasons for
their property of spontaneous combustion. The subject naturally
divides itself into throe subaivisions : First, the determination, if
possible, of the causes of spontaneous combustion; JJecond, the
relative importance of ther^e causes, and Third, the removal, if
possible, of this property of spontaneous combustion either through
the treatment of the coal by chemical processes or through certain
methods of handling.
Hew Ohio, Cartervillc, coal from v.llliamson County, Illinois
P7as used for this v.ork, about one-half ton of large luinps being
required for the experiment. These lumps were gro7;nd up to the
lequislte sizes needed. The grinding was done in a small "Chipmunk:"
crusher r>na the ground coal was then run through a revolving screen
/7hereby it was sized. The screen used was of the revolving or
bromrnel type, made of perforated steel plate about six feet long and
one foot in dia.meter, in which holes of the following sizes were I
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drilled:- 1/8", 1/4", 3/8", l/2'\ 3/4'\ and 1". The coal coming
through the 1/4" holes, knov7n as size. 1/8-1/4 waa always screened
twice "because a small amount of dust escapea the 1/8" holes the first
time, so to make the 1/8-1/4 size dust free it waB screened twice.
Each tiiae only enou£:h coal v/as gronnr5 and screened to meet iminediato
demar^ds and any left over v/a» thrown away so that t'ne coal used was
always fresh and unoxidized.
Since the influence of the temperature of the coal was to
be determined, the coals were placed in constant temperature ovens fo]
a period of three days each, for in the preliminary experiments that
were run it was found that a period of 72 hours was sufficient to
give the maximum rifje in temperature. The following temperatures
were maintained in four different ovens;- 40°, 60°, 80^, 115°
centigrade. 'I'he coal v/as first placed in the 40° oven and after a
period of three days it was moved to the 60°oven, after another
period of threo days it was moved to the 80° oven, and finally, after
another poriod of threo days, it was moved to the 115° oven, and afte:;
remaining in this oven for threo days the coal v/as removed, A five
gallon stone jar having the bottom perforated v/lth 1/2" holos v/as
used as a container for the coal. A jar of this size held a sample
of coal weighing about 35 or 40 pounds.
The ovens were constructed as follows:- They consisted of
two wooden boxed one set inside of the other. The boxes were in the
-form of cubes, the outer box being a three foot cube made of 1-1/8"
ftne boards and the inner box was also in the form of a cute, made of
the same material only it was eight inches smaller than the outside
box. This left a space of four inches on all sides betv/een the two
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fcoxes and this space was tightly packed with mineral wool, the inner
box "being v»ell insulated in thie laaiiner. Across one corner of the
inner box a Loard was nailed, thin board wae Tour Inchep. shorter thJin
the box and was nailed into the box so as to leave a clear space of
two inches at the top and bottom of the box. ?he triangriilar space
formed by ^his board and tho corner of the box was lined v-ith 1/4"
asbestos board so as to inonlate it. This space then forned a
chimney, and near the borton of thifj chinney the elf'ctrio liehtR used
to heat the boxon were hunc. The temperature was ro£iilated by means
of a meroiiry regulator which consioted of a larj;:e bulb of norcury
expanding up a capillary tube. A platin^ira wire was fused into tlie
bulb so as to bo in contact with the nercury. Town the top of tlie
capillary tube a lon£;, fine needle vras placed so that when the
mercury was expanded to a certain height at a definite temperature
the mercury would just come in contact with the needle, rires were
run rrom the regxilator to a telegraph relay, the >Tiercury regulator
being connected in series in this circuit. This outfit was run by
storage battery current. The telegraph relay was tised to Tnake and
break tlie '^ZO volt circuit on v/hich the lichts used for heating wore
connected.
The jars of coal were placed on several bricks in the
inner box, the bricks being arranged so as to elevate the jar high
enough so that it would be in the middle of the box and also to allow
the air aroimd the jar to circulate frooly. The cover of the inner
box was then put on the box, and through the holes in the latter
several long thei-nometers (about :-J-l/2 feet long) ?/ero placed so as
to get the temperat-.ore of t}ie air in the box and also tlio temperature
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of the coal. The theri^ioraetors used to Indicate th^ temporature of
the Jilr in the Lox v/era placed so truit one was noar the hf^ating
chltaney ancl the other v;a3 at a point jfartliost jfrom It. The thermom-
eter used to Indicate the temperature of the coal v/as placed so that
the hul'b v,as four or five inches bolow the surface of the coal, Koad
ings of these temperatures were taken every morning and afternoon.
In th© first nm, called merles I, five sizes of the coal
were ueed. These sajTjples ?/ere not what would he knc-rn as air-dry
because the coal was used as soon as it was ground, the largo liunps
however, were air dry, The five sises wore as follows
Size 0; C'his sif.e was some of the coal that went through
the smallest holes in the screen and then was ground in a disk
pulverizer so that it v/as vory finely divided. About 75 per cent
of this sise coal went through a I'dO mesh screen and all of it went
through an 80 mesh.
Size 0-1/8; TniB was the coal that went through the 1/0"
holes in the l?irge revolvintj screen.
Size 1/8-1/4: This was the coal that went througli the
1/4" holes in the screen.
Size 1/4-3/8: This was the coal that went tho'ough the
3/8'* holes in the screen.
Jiize 3/6-3/4: Tnis .size was a mixture of equal parts of
the coal that v;ent throiigh the 1/2" and the 3/4" holes in the revolv-
ing screen; it v/as thought that there would not be enough difference
between the results of the 1/2" and the 3/4" size, so the two were
mixed in equal proportions.
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i.sbtho:d op ppookduhe.
A jar of each of tho four largest Biznc of coal was placed
In the ovons In the sane incroaain^ ratio of size of the coal and
the tcnperatiiro of the oven, e.g., sise 0-1/8 v.'as put in th© 40*^ oven,
size 1/8-1/4 in tho 60*^ oven, size 1/4-Z/8 in the 80"^ ovon, and size
3/8-3/4 in the 116*^ ovon. This nothod of procev>JLre was adopted so as
to save tine, for by this moans all the ovono could be filled at onoe
and since it takes 12 iflavfj for a coal to pass through the four ovens
a considerable saving- of time resulted, aloo the idr^o sises of coal
were not oxidized to an appreciahlc extent at these low temperatures.
After the coals had ronalred in the ovens for three aa;^v» thoy were
raovcd up to the next ovon, Gi^e 3/8-?; /4 was taken out of the 115*^
ovon and the next snaller size p\it in, and size vms put in the
40^ ovon. The reading of the temperatures was nrxde in the morning
and afternoon chiej'ly to see that the regulators v/ere v/oi'king v;ell
and that the lights were not hurned out, hut also to get the increase
in temperature of t}ic coal over that of the ovens. As is sho^n on
Plat exTO the max:inma ric-e in temporataire in some cases took place
hefore the end of three days. This was especially the case in tlic
dry, finer sizes. The averag-c temperatures of the ovens and the
temperature of the coal at the end of the three days is found on the
temperature tahles of the various series at the end of the work.
Series II was identically the same as Series I, the only
difference being that xhe coal in series II was thoroughly 'vvet before
placing in the ovens.
Before beginning Heries II, in order to r;et some idea as
to the oxidation of the coal and the amount of oxygen used up by it,
iI
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the air In the different ovens was rnaiyxed, after the coal had been
In the ovens ror three dr.ys. The rcsiilto v?e3e as follows
Oven l--40° 0ven~2--60^ Oven 3—80^ Oven 4—115^
% COs 0.40 1.20 1,00 1.81
% Oxygen 20.00 18.40 19.40 16.00
Since the oxys<^n content decreased so inich it was thought
neoesaary to ventilate the ovenn so to naintain atmospheric con-
ditions. Tiiis war. done "by borin£j i^cveral one-half inch holes through
the walls of hoth hoxcR near the hottom and putting a one-half inch
class tuhe throu£:h the two v;alls. One cf the txihoa was placed so
that the fresh cool j.ir that cane in v.ac delivered at the bottom of
the heating; chimney, and the other tube delivered its air at the
orposite side of the box. At the top of the box a take-off pipe of
the same size was inserted.
The coal used in the first five series had the follov/ing
proximate analysis
Size 0-1/8 Sise 1/8-1/4
Koisture 4.16^ 4,62^
Volatile Matter 33.48 ,33.37
yixed Carbon 49.60 ai^^" 48.59
Aeh 11.60 11.13
Sulphur 1.26 1,29
Calculated to Pry Coal.
Volatile flatter 34.92 34.78
Fixed oarbon 51.76 52,23
"-sh 12.00 11.64
Sulphur 1,32 1.35
'I'he pyritic iron was determined by taking the difference
between the total iron in the coal and the iron soluble in dilute
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hydrochloric acid. The result c for the alcove two samplos are r.s
follows:-
blze 0-1/8 Bize 5./Q-1/4
Total Iron 1.91^ 1.73%
HCl soluljle Fe 0.7S 0.67
Pyrltlc Iron 1,18 1.06
Calculated
Pyrite Gontont 1.76 1.60
Seeing that more of the larger sljses were used than the
finer, xho averae;e lyrito content of the coal v/as taken as 1.66 per
oent. In the following experiments in which the coal v/as made up to
higher pyrite contents, some large lianps of pyrite taken from a coal
mine were used. This pyrite was ground so as to go through a 20 mesh
sieve and was 87,62 i>er cent pure, this being determined by finding
the sulphur content, which was 46.73 per cent, and calculating it to
For J3eries III and lY the coal was made up to contain S
per cent pyrite. In Series IV the coal was thoroughly wet before
placing in the ovens, othonfise It was the sane as Series III.
For Series V the coal was made up to contain 5 per cent of
pyrite. In the last triree series the two largest si7.es were discarded
for from the results of series I and II it is seen that it was not
worth while to run them, so in the lant three aeries only sizes 0,
0-1/8, and 1/8-1/4 were used.
In Series VI the coal was thoroughly wet before placing
in the ovens, otherwise it was the same as series V.
Beginning with beries VI, however, a new lot of coal was
used, for the first half ton was iised up in the first five aeries.
This coal was from the same source as the former, and was hand picked
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lump as before. The follov.'lnfj Is the proximate analvr.is of the coal
used in the remaining; T7or>;-
Koistiire 4.34?^
Voliitile Matter 33.38
7ixod (Jarhon 49.08
Aah 12.03
milphnr 1.169
(jslcnlated to Dry uoal
Volatile Matter 34.89
Fixed Cerhon 51.21
Ash 12.68
Sulphur 1.22
The pyritic content of the coal wap deterrnlned as hefore
The total iron in the oal v'as cleter^rjined, and from It the iron
BOlnble in dilute hydrochloric acid was 8u])tracted; this ^b.y^ the
ryritlc iron, and from the latter the pjrrite wae oalcnlated*
Total Iron 1.440^
HCl soluMe Fe 0.510
Py3:-itic Iron 0.930
ualcnlv^ted
jryrite content 1.397
The iron was deterniined voliunetrioally hy the '^imneinann
Keinhardt method, as modified ty Jones and Jeffery"^.
It T7ill bo noted that the pyrite content of the second
lot of coal is slight.Ly less than that \ifjed in the former series
.
This fact was taTcen into account, however, in making up the p37-rite
content of the coal, the p^rrito xi?ie<\ war; some of the r-^ane lot that
was used in nnking up the first five neries.
1
Analyst, Vol. 34. p. 306 (1909
j
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lt waa not thouj^ht aclvlBable to cra'rjr the pvrite content
up be^roncl the 5 per cent pf^^^t -le fe^ coaln aro fo7m(i n^.twaliy
contalnlnr; no re than this amount, so a now series was bc/rim, icno^
as Series TII, "VIII, and XI.
In thefte threo seriea the coal was used dlreotls*- as It
oamo from tho snail "Chipraunk" ^ar Qrnaher, Tr.i^ ooal \7aB a mixtiiro
of dust, fine partiol«J5, and smo.ll pieces not excoodlng 1/4 to 1/2
Inch In size; no attempt was ?nad© to soparate tho various jdIbos "bv
moans of the revolving; fjcroen.
The following sorie?, wore run through tho ovens with this
mixture
:
rjerior, 7X1 connintod of two Jars of the orl^nal coal,
one dry and the other wet.
berles VIII consisted of two jars of ooal made up to
contain 3 per cent pvrlte; one wot, the other dry.
^series IX consisted of t'.vo jars of coal nade up to
contain 5 per cent pjn-ite; one wet, the other dry.
Having made up nlxturos of coal and pyrite that reached
the point of self if-nitlon. it was cecidod to determine if possible
hov/ to take this property of self ignition lYom the mixture. Size 0,
containing both 3 per cent and 5 per cent pjo-ite, took fire v/hon it
had been wet. hJize ©-1/8, S per cent pyrite, took fire -.Then it had
beenveet. But, size 0-1/8, b per cent pyrite,yet, although it had
slhtered together to form a cake, still showed no signs of active
combustion, i^lze 0-1/8, 5 per cent pyrito , was decided upon for the
subsequent wori^:, however, fcecauae it had shown itself to ho a
dangerous mixture and also because it was much easier to prepare
than sixe 0. 7he new series v;ere made up as follows:
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Sfiries X oonBlnted of two jarf? of size 0-1/8, 5 per cent
pyrite coal, une jar ras thoroughly wot v/ith a 3 per
coTit noctivm chloride fNacl) solrttlon, ana the other
TiPith a lu per cent sodl^im chloride solution.
Series XI consisted of two Jars of nize 0-1/8, 5 per cent
p^mto coftl. One jar wat; thoroughly ?/ct \7ith a ^ per
cent calciuiQ chloride (uaula) solution, and the other
with a 10 per cent caiciura chloride solution.
f>ericj3 x:r.I conBlsted of a slnj^Io Jar of size 0-1/8, 5 ^^cr
cent pyrite coal, and it was thoroughly wet with a
saturated soliitlon of Itee (lime -vater, 0a(0H)8 ).
Series ZIII conGlsted of two Jara of nine 0-1/8, 5 per
cent pyrlte coal. One jar ?/as thoroiishly v^'et with
a 3 per ce.ni; sodluK hlcarhonate (HaHGOj) nolutlor.
.
and the other with a 10 per cent sodium "bicarbonate
solution.
Series XIV consisted of two jars of slr.a 0-1/8, 5 per
cent pyrlte coal. One ^nr was thorotighly wet with
a 3 per c^nt ferroiir? sulphate (FeHO^) solution and
the other with a 10 per cent ferrous £3ulphate
oolixtlon.
In order to find how £proat an oxidation took xJaco
of the added pyrlte and the pyrlte originally in the coal, the water
soluble oulphur in tho fresh coal ana the various sisoa and kinds
of oxldlfsed coal was determined, ^his determimit ion, while leading
to no special difficulty, showed the necerisity of malcine a detailed
study of the coal and Its ash in order to dotormlne. If possihle , the
exact distribution of the s^ilphur in the coal. This work will "be
taken up in detail in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V.
HESULTS.
The results of the fourteen different series, as far as
temperature increases are concerned, are given in the Tables, pages
88 to 101 . In order to ma-ke possible a more critical and compara-
tive study of the various series, the temperature increases were
plotted in the form of curves in v/h-jch the oven temperatures were
plotted as the abscissae and the rise over the oven temperatures as
the ordinates. These curves show many interesting; results and a
study of them will bo taken up rather than the temperature tables.
Plate I shows that the temperature increases as the oize
of the coal decreases and that most of the oxidation - if It may b©
measTired by the rise in temperature - takes plr.cc at a temperature
higher than 60^0. Prom the curves of Series II on jr'late II, wo see
as may be e:cpectcd, that any heat generated by the process of oxida-
tion is used in driving off the w§ter with which the coal was thorougli
ly soaked before putting in the ovens. At 80°C.
,
however, v/e get an
increase in temperature over the oven temperature, oven though the
coal still contains some moisture. It is to be noticed, ho\Tever,
that the final increase in temperature of the two finer sizes is some-
what greater then in Series I, vrhen the same coal \^-as used dry.
Plate III giving the results of Heries III shows a new and
interesting phenomenon, namely; the effect of the size of the coal on
the rate of oxidation, series I showed that fine coals oxid1r.e more
than coarse sines and also gave an indication of the rate of oxiaatioi?
although this was not noticed in time to make a detailed study of it
in the first series. In Series III, however, temperature reariings
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rere made every Tew hours cJuring the tine that ^3l^ie v/as In the
115^-120° oven. Aa is seen on Plate HI the curve or «lze is made
up of two curves^ one of which rises to a temperature of 75,3° and the
other rises to a temp^^rature or 46°, which is even lowr than the
temperature of the next lar^^-or size, v7hlch is 51°. The rirst tempera-
ture of 75.5° was reached after the coax had been in the oven only
thirty (30) hours, ana from that tine until the end of the seventy-two
(72) hours the temperature gradually decreased dovrn to 46°, \'.'hich was
the final temperauure. The resultr of this study of the rate of
oxirlation, as measured by the increase of the coal teraperat\ire over
the oven temperature, is shown in graphical form on rlate XYll. As
seen from this curve, the temperature increased very rapidly during
the first thirty (30j hours, wnen it reached a maximum and it is very
probable that at this point this fine size of coal had saturated it-
self ^itr: oxygen. The temperature then gradually decreased until the
final temperature v/as only a little more than one-half the maximum
temperature attained, fhis phenomenon v.as observed only in the case
of the finest size (size 0); tr.o rise in temperature of the coarser
sizes v/as a gradual rise over the entire period of seventy-two (72)
hours. If an average between the maximiun and final teraperaxure of
Size is taicen, then a conslSuent though not very marked rise in
temperature of series HI over Series I is? noticed. These two series
are the same throughout, excepting their pyrite content,
Series IV was coal having thf> same nyrite content as the
proceeding series only in this case the coal was first thoroughly wet;
several new points are seen. Size 1/8-1/4, which was as duet free as
it "vas posGlhle to make it, dried out very soon and shor/ed an increase
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in temperature even in the 40° and 60° ovens, whereas the two finer
sizes did not even get dry at these tenpe rat lire s. Size at the end
of three days shov/ed an increase over the oven temperature of 113.7°,
this being as high as the thermometers would register. On removal
from the oven and on examination the following day, it was fcsund that
the coal had taken fire and that the thermometer was not down far
enough in the coal to measxiro the total incrcane in temperature. The
coal took fir© dovm in the middle of the jar and, because of the
slight access of air, the "burning Vv-as only a slow smoldering. The jar
was left out in the room temperature for ahout two weeks alter it was
taken from the oven and v/as then re-examined and it was found that
the coal on tl:e interior of the jar had burned conpletely to an ash.
although there was a ring of unlnirned coal all aroiind the inside of
the jar ahout three inches thick, This ring of unhurned coal probahly
acted as an insulator for the burning coal within the jar, for being
at room temperatiire the coal nearest the sides of the jar was at too
low a temperature to burn. After removing Size 0-1/8 from the ovens
It was allowed to stand in the container for several weeks, when it
was found that it also had started to bvocn, although the combustion
was not as complete as in the former case and although the rise in
temperature while in the ovens v/ac not ar^ greater than had been
attained by some of the dry coals which had not taken fire undor
similar conditions. This scries shows, therefore, the effect of hav-
ing the coal wet and also shows how much more dangerous and how much
greater is the liability of a coal to ignite spontaneously if it has
been v^et. The fact that the coal in this series took fire and that
the coal in the preceeding series which was of the same composition
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dld not shows the sl£:nificance and aangor" arising: 'from a coal depend-
ant entirely upon the condition In which it Is stored.
Series V shows a slightly greater rise in temperature than
does series III, and since these two series were exactly the same in
all respects except the pyrlte content, it seems reasonable to
suppose that the greater degree of oxidation - as measured by the rise
in temperature - of series V over series III must be attributed in
some way to the increased anount of pyrite present. It is true that
the increase of temperature rlne of Series V over Series III is not
very great but it is consistent in all the si2;Gs, and, as the pyrite
content was the only variable in the two systems, the possibility of
other factors causing an increase in temperature seems to be excluded.
Series VI tends to confirm the results obtained In r>eries
IV in that Size again took fire although Size 0-1/8 in Series VI
did not shov; signs of active oomMistlon as did the same size in
series IV, still It sintered together to form a cake and in all prob-
ability would have taken fire had it been allowed to remain in the
oven a little while longer. This difference in action of these t?/o
sizes in the wet series may be aocoimted for by the fact that Size
0-1/8 in Series VI may have had a little more water In it than the
same size in series IV and so may have taken a little longer tine to
dry out and therefore was In the oven a shorter length of time after
it had become dry. In the different wet series an attempt was made
to use practically the same r.nount of water In wetting each jar, and
in the finer sizes this xisually reqiiired betv/een four and five liters
of water. In wetting the coal the water was added slov/ly with con-
tinual stirring so as to drive out all the air, and the wet coal then
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had the consistency of a thick slush. The fact that the finest size
of t^eries IV and VI took fire,vrhlle the same size having the same
composition, the only difference being that the coal was dry, (Series
III and V) did not fire certainly seeras to prove the statements made
on page 65 concerning the results of Series IV.
In order to determine how great an oxidation of pyrite
took place, the vyater soluble sulphur in the fresh coal and tho vari-
ous slzos of oxidised coal was determined. This was only done in
Series II, IV, and VI, where t7ao coal had been wet, for it vras thought
that the oxidation of the dry pyrite would not be very great. The
results are as follows:-
Wator Soluble sulphur in the fresh coal 0.0189^
Water Soluble sulphur in the oxidized coal:-
Size 0-1/8 1/8-1/4
SBRIKS II 0.196% 0.178fo 0.0317^
SERIES IV 0.349 0.340 0.1088
S3RIBS VI 0.744 0.698 0.5520
1/4-3/8 3/8-3/4
0.0^^31^ 0.0214%
Deducting the 0.0189^ of water soluble sulphur originally
present in the coal, then v/e have as the result of the oxidation the
following
0-1 /8 1 /8-1 /4
0.169^ 0.0298'^
0.321 0.0999
0.679 0.5330
Size
SERI3S II 0.177fo
SEKI3S IV 0.330
SERIES VI 0.725
1/4-3/8 3/8-3/4
0.0212^ 0.0195%
If we average the water soluble sulphur of the two finest
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sizes - for tho coarse (iTist-free sizes of coal did not retain much
of the finely grount^ added rjrrite - and calculate the water soluble
sulphur to pyrite, then we can cot a fair estimate of the amount of I
pyrite that has been oxidized to the soluble ferrous sulphate con-
dition.
Original
Pyrite
Content
HsO
Soliible
S
H2O Soluble
S. calculated
to FeSfi
Katio of cal
culated FeSs
to original
SERIES II 0.168^ 0.308^ 18.7^
SERIES IV 3.00 0.326 0.612 20.4
SERIES VI 6.00 0.702 1.316 18.8
From the above table it is seen that even with widely
differing pyritic contents, tho anount oxidized nas practically
constant, for as shown in the Isi-st coluran of the above tal>le about
19 per cent of the pyrite present in the coal was oxidized to a
soluble condition.
Having determined the degree of oxidation of the pyrite
it would be interesting to learn how great an increase in temperature
would be due to the heat liberated by the oxidation of the pyrite
without taking into consideration the heat liberated by the absorption
of oxygen by the cjurbonaceoiis material. Pyi-lte oxidizes according to
the following equation:
-
2FeSs + 7O2 + 2HeO « 2?eS0^ + 2HsS04 + heat.
It is true that the oxidation goes fiirther: the rinal product is
probably a mixture of ferric sulphate (FesfSO*),) and basic ferric
sulphate (Ke (OHjSO^i
,
and this would tend to Increase the amount of
heat liberated. Also some of the free sulphuric acid formed would ^
combine with some of the basic materials present in the coal, tmoh.
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as lime or alkali, but ror the i;a3ce of simplicity and to be sure to
obtain a conservative or rathor a minimum estimate of the effect of
this heat, we will calciilate only the heat liberated In the above
reaction. The data of the heat of formation of the oxidation of
pyrlte to ferrous vsulphate is not yet known - at least It could not
bo found In any o.f the standard rhys leal-chemical authorities, but
Somermeir"^ has determined the heat of combustion of pyrlte to ferric
oxide and sulphiir dioxide, so by calculation involving 'known reactions
the heat liberated in the above equr,tion is found as follows
2FeSs + 11 « FegOa + 4S0fi + 316 K (1)
. 2Fe 3 « yeaOa 196 K (2)
2FeSc - 2Ke + 8 « 4S02 + 121 K (1) - (2) = (2a)
4S0^ > 4 4HaO = 4HgSQ<^ f 840 K (3)
EF^Sp - 2Fe -f 12 + 4!IeO « 4H8SO4. + 961 K {2a) + (3) «= (3a)
2ye + EHgSO^ c=: 2FeS04 2Ha 49.6 K (4)
2FeS8 12 + 4HsO - ZHsSO^ « SFeSO* + 2H2 + 1010 »6 K
(Sa) + (4) « (4a)
2 2He y 2HeO 118 K (S )
EFeSg + 14 + 4HsO - 2iisS04 « 2^030* + 1128.6 X (4a) + (6)
or, EFeSe + 7 Os + 4ho0 » 2FeS0* + EHqSO^, ^ 1128,6 X,
K is used as the symbol ror the large Calorie, the heat liberated In
each of the above equations being expressed in mols of the substance
In the reactions. If we assume the weight of a jar of coal ae being
^ JgvLT, of the .^erican uhemlcal ^Jociety. Vol. 26 » page 566.
He states 1 gram pyrlte ta ii637 calories.
Then 1 mol pyrlte «« 316.4 K or large ualorles.
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40 pounds (18.12 Kilograms j, and ir the coal contains 5 per cent of
pyrlte, then it will contain 2 pounds (906 grans) of pyrlte. The
latter is 19.3 per cent oxidised, then 19.5 per cent of 906 jjrams will
enter into the reaction (or 177 grams). The molecTilar weight of
1 77
pyrlte in 240, so we will have of 1128.6 K or 834 K as? the heat
240
liberated by the oxidized pyrlte In 40 potmds of coal. The specific
heat of the coal used is net known, bait sorae rough experiments by
1
Threlfall shows that the specific heat of bituminous coal varies
from 0.3 to 0.46 with the average at about 0,36, If we ass^imed the
specific heat of the coal iirsed to be 0,35 » then the heat generated
by the oxidation of the pyrlte would be sufficient to raise the
temperature of the coal ISl^C, which it is seen is a considerable
amount. Threlfall^ calculated the heat of oxidation of pyrlte from
one of Kichter's experiments » the data of which was available. He
also calculated the heat of oxidatjon of the carbonaceous material
from the loss of hydrogen and carbon during the oxidation. In this
experiment tho coal was heated to a temperature of 190°c for 10 hours
In a slow stream of air. The oxidation of the pyrlte gave enough heat
to give a rise in temperature of 175° and the oxidation due to
absorption of oxygen gave a rise of 760°, about four times as much.
From this data the total heat evolved from the pyritio oxidation does
not seem Important when compared v:ith the heat liberated by the
absorption of oxyg-en, but it Is to be remembered that the absorption
of oxygen by cop.1 is immensely aoceleiated at an increased teraperature
and It seems very probable that the p^Tltic oxidation may be t/ie
means by which this temperature favorable to active oxygen absorption
•>
Jour, of the Soc. of Chem. ind. , Vol. 28, p. 763
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is reached.
1
As has been shov/n by the worlc of Parr and 7rftncls, th©
temperature at v.hich oxidation of the coal sl^hstance itfjelf actually
"begins ( about 120^ In oxygen and 155° In alrj is ooEiparatively low,
and therefore enx^; Influence which would serve as a booster to bring
the eoal up to this temperature should be taken account of. Since
coal is a rather poor conductor of heat, the major part of the heat
generated within the pile will be retained, and from the calculation
of the heat generated by the pyrltic oxidation it is seen that a
sufficient quantity of heal, was liberated to bring the coal up to
this temperature of 1255° at which active oxidation of the carbonaceous
materials begins. Of courBe the rir,e in temperature of a coal pile
in storage up to 135° should not be ascribed to the effect of the
pyrltic oxidation alone, for it in the result of the heat liherated
"by the oxidation of both the coal and the pyrite. The above, however,
was merely given as an example to shov/ how great the effect of the
py7.'itic oxidation may be.
Since the ahove experiments shov? that the oxidation of the
pyrite is practically constant, that is ahout one-fifth of the total
pyrite present, then it follows that coals with increafsing pyrite
contents will have a corresponding increase in pyrltic oxidation and
a correspondingly greater amount of heat v/ill "be li"berated. The
result is a hastening of the rise in temperature up to the critical
point at which the absorption of oxygen hy the coal itself is rapid
enough to increase the temperature up to the point of self ignition.
Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois,
Bulletin f 24.
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Thls Beeras to be the explanation of the ignition of Series IV and TI
which were identical in composition, size, and riiethod oi' treatment
with fieries II, except that the former contained a quantity of
pyrite sufficient to cause the coal to ignite, whereas in the latter
series the quantity of pyrite present v^as not great enough to causo
this initial rise in temperature up to the critical point at which
no external impetus is necosf;ary.
It is to be rememoered, of course, that in actual storage
the pyrltlc oxidation will proceed mch further than one-fifth of
the total pTrrite present, as in these particular experiments, but
the fact still remains that the degree of pyrltlc oxidation in coals
of various pyrite content is in direct proportion to the pyrite
content so long as similar conditions of storage are maintained. It
is true, certain coals containing practically no pyrite ignite spon-
taneously, although from the ahove work it is rcatjonahle to suppose
that an Increased amount of pyrite would hasten the ignition. Again
the particular coal worked with did not Ignite spontaneousily under
any conditions until the pyrite content was increased.
It seems, therefore, that pyrite has a much Qraitev
influence on the spontaneous ignition of coal than has heretofore "beez,
ascri"bed to it, and its inlluence on the spontaneous combustion of
coal cannot "be discarded in the off hand way that has been so common
with some of the previous investigators merely because of the ract
that some coals containing no pyrite at all would Ignite spontaneous-
ly.
3Cnowlng that Illinois coal contained more or less calcium
sulphate, which would partly go into solution and he included in the
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water Bolti"ble siilphur, it was decided to (determine the ferrous
sulphate actually present in the jTresh coal tmd also the other sulphui
compounds. G?hls necessitated a complete analysis of the ash of the
coal, and .excepting the determination of the alkalies and chlorine,
this analysis was made. From other analjrfcical work on coal done in
this laboratory it is known that chlorine and sodium and potassium
exist in small quantities in the coal, but as the amoimt of chlorine
present is such as to practically neutralli^e the alkali and since
their presence has no direct bearing upon the work at hand, these
constituents were not deternilned.
For the analysis of the ash, two samples of 10 grams
each of coal were used. Theso v.ere ashed in a platinum dish, then
sodium carbonate was added and the fusion completed. The fusion was
put in a casserole and dissolved in boillne; water, acidified with
hydrochloric acid and dehydrated. The analysis was then carried out
the same as any exact silicate rock analysis, v;ith two dehydrations,
volatilisation of the silica with hydrofluoric acid, etc.
For the determination of iron and aluminium, the filtrate
from the above - alon^^ with the residue from the silica determination,
which had been f^ised with potassium pyrosuiphate- v;as made alkaline
with ammonia. 'l*he precipitate of the mixed hydroxides was thoroughly
washed and then redlssolved in hydrochloric acid, and then was made
up to 250 c.c. In 50 c.c. of this solution the iron was determined
volumetrlcally by the Zlmmerman-i-;elnhardt method. 'j*he other SOO c.c.
were then re-precipitated vrlth ammonia and v/elghed.
The calcluia was determined by preoipitat ing it as the
oxalate, dissolving in sulphuric acid and then titrating with
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standard potasaiim pei-man^jane-to , ?h© masnesiiim wan detornined as th©
pyrophoophcite. Since muny of the Illinoii3 coala also contain some
oalolma and masnoaium carbonatoa, the carbon dioxide iiherated rrom
the coal by means of hoiling liZ sulphuric acid was detoriAined in the
liaproved i'orra of the P&rr Total uarl>on apparatus^
The results of the abovo analyses calculated in per cent
of the original air dry coal are as follov/s:-
Silica (SiOfi) 6.108 6.056
Ferric Cjade (?esOa} 1.432 1.477
AluminiT^a Oxide (Al^jOg 2.108 2,222
al30 any P8O5 and TiOjj)
Calciius Oxide (CaOJ 1.576 1.571
Ma,<jnesiiun Oxide (LIgO) Q.123 0.117
Carbon Dioxide (COg) 0.876 0.851
ITiiraorous methodB for tlie determination of the \mter
flolnble iron, that is, iron in ferroun sulphate, v/ere triod. /jnong
thece lai^ht be r-ientlonod,- clifirostln^; the coal v/ith water both hot and
cold for a period of one or tv.-o honrn and alno oyer night, ^«ins
diltite hydrochloric and sulphuric acid in concentrations var^/ing from
two drops per 300 c.c. HeO up to as high as 2 per cent acid. All thes
these methods, however, gave discordant and unreliahle results.
The raethod finally adopte(i , v.ldoh seemed to give the best
results and ?7hioh mininir.ed the pofjcibility of oxicJation. was as
follows:- Three samples of grams of finely gi-onnd air c'lry coal
viere placed in largo foldec! filter papers. About 600 c.c. of v/ell
Eng. Exp. Sta.. University of 111.. Bulletin f 37 shows
diagram of the apx>aratus.
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toiloa clistiaiQct v/iiter, whioh was practically froc from air and ocT'
I
Lon dioxide. waB poured over each rjaiaple , tho latt^-^r Leing v,'ell
stirred so aa to thoroughly wet tho fine cjoal. The I'iltrato was then
poured back over the coal, and the next flit rata , consistins of tho.
saao '.vatcr as first used, vvaf3 again i^oured h.ach on the coal, thus
making throo lGaoldne:s vrith the nanc v/ater. • Tho coal v^a^i finally
washed with an additional 100 o.Cu of boiling water and the total
filtrate then brought to boiling. Five drops of stannous chloride
solution were added, the liquid was then chilled, and excees of
mercuric chloride vi&s added, and in five minutes the mixture was
titrated with potaoBiurj permneanate. A "blank of an equal amount of
boiline, dlatillod water vvas--. run through tho same procedure. The
three titrations, which were made fron a biirettti calibrated by th©
Keichsanf3to.lt and which vas used for .-.11 volumetric '/ork, varied
0.13 0.0. from tho lowest to the hichest. The remiltn calculated to
per cent of air dry coal:-
0.0059% ?e - 0.0160% FeSO<, = O.OQ.^^;?, 3.
The water soluble 3ulph^^r dliectly determined wau equal to 0.0189$^
(see paj-:;e 67} and as calculated above from the water soluble iron was
0.0034 per cent. The dlfforenoe of those two values,
0.0189 - 0.0034 or 0.0155% is some i'orm of water soluble aulphiir other
then ferrous aulphate
.
The next etep wafs to determine the calciuir: sulphate t-re sent
This was atteropted in threo ways:- I'^rst
, nlnce one j.art of calcium
sulphate is soluble in about 500 parts of v;ater it was tliought to
dissolve out the CaSO* hy dieestinc the coal with a largo volui-io of
water; Second, tV.e. calcium sulphate was chan£:ed to calcium cai'bonate
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and aodiuia sulphate hj the addition ol' wocllum carljonate; and Third,
2XncQ crypsiin is solublo in Iiydrochiorio acid, a 10 por oent
solution of the lattor was added to the coal.
jJuplieate Siiraplea of 25 g-raras oach of coal wore treated
as outlined above and v/ero j/at on the watoi- bath over night. The
next day they were i Itered and tho sulphur caxofully precipitated
with bariwn chloride after tho filtrate a had been concentrated. The
results of the six determinations are ar> follows
First Kethod Second !Jet?iod "'hlrd Tv?ethod
Boiling ^ater 2>J Has CO3 'Solution 10>.'. HCl
0.0192fS S 0.018'?^^ S 0.0569% S 0.0571% S 0.0373% S 0.0211^
The third method with itii larg-e variation may be discard-
ed at once.i'or It i« Been tiiat th(* solubility of the gypiruDi in the
acid ifi not exact or reliable. The fir fit niethod e:ave concordant
result but as compared to the second nct?;.od they are tnxxoh too low.
It is very probable that after a Icnf: period of digestion the first
and third raethodfj would both -Ivo all of the Oa304. present, but as
the data shows, 10 hour.s digentlon at 100^ in not r:uffioient. The
second '<i6thod ^^ive?! resulto nrobafcly as nf^arly correct aa we can [:et
them. althou£:h the solubility of calciupi carbonate, v.hlch i ft ahout
50 partp, in a nil lion, ronlcl create a rliglit error. The sulphur
ottainod by the second method - an it would bo from any of the three
methods outlined - is, therefore, the sulphur fron the ferroua and
calciruTi sulphates, me sulphur in the ferrous s-ulphate
,
hov evcr, was
determined by calculation fron the water soluble iron. The difference
of these two values would, therefore, give us the sulphur present '
as calcium sulphate.
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Tabulating those results we ha-ve;-
HaO soluble 3 calculated from HgO soluble Fe - - 0.00247o
HeO solullo S <xireQtl-j aetermincd 0.0189
HsO solulJle 3 plus S in CeSO* {KaeCOss method) 0.0570
1.186
Total S In coal 1.156 average 1.1697
1.167
S in pyrite - 0.7470
S In CaSO<t =» S as (FeSO^v f CaSO/J - S as FeSO^
« 0.0570 - u. 00.^4 r= 0.0536%
.0.0536:^ S =. 0,2Z&-ij CaBO^
0,0034^^ S = 0.0160^i Fe5^0^
feno^, = 0.01605C. t= .« 0.0034:5 S
CaSO^ => 0.228',^ « 0.0,^^70;'i S
ifeP^a = l.S97!;i = 0.7470^^^ S
Total oulphur J}etormined 0.8074^:
Total Sulphur in Coal 1.16977.
Sulpliur Unaccounted Tor and 0.3623%
1-ro'bably iOxi.stii'ig as Organically
Com"bined S.
Since the coal iiGod contained 0.863 per cent of cr.rbon
dioxide ':»hich v^as lilieratod on the addition of acid, this carbon
dioxide riust tliej.efore oxir>t in tne cri£;inal coaj. in the carbonate
condition, very probably as '-he carbonates or aiilciuin and maonosium.
0.864;u of CO2 ifc3 e;}.iivalent to 1.965;i of OaCOs. Tii^- caleiura oxi&e
(CaOJ dotorainod in the a8h'an&ly3io v;as 1.574%, which ir>
equivalent to 2.607% of CaCOs. The difference of these tvvo values,
2.807% - 1.965% « 0.842% of caiciun measured in terras of calcium
carbonate, ie unaccounted for and probably exisjtc as calcium
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Bllloato ftjia oalclTin sulphate.
The anove. has ail tho COg caiculated to OaOOg, but in
reality the coai contalnB 0.1207^ of masnoslum oxide fltgO), vrhioh
probably exlots as the carbonate, bo 0.120^ MgO is equivalent to
0.251i% rigCOa or O.m^ OOa. J^eductin^r thia COq fron the total COs
would slve the GO2 equivalent to CaCOa.
0.863^^ 7otal COs
. . 131% CO2 equivalent to IIqQ and M5CO3
0.732;:^ COa which is very proba'oly all OaOOj.
O.VSS:^ COa = 1.665;t, CaCOj
Total GaCOa fron CaO = 2.807,^:
1.142% of OaCOs exist Iner as CaSO*
and CaSiOa.
CaS04 as deterioined = 0,22Q% equivftlont to 0/167,^ of OaCOg.
1.14^/. - 0.167% « C.975fo CaCO., existing; an OaZiOz.
0,975% CaCOs it3 equivalent to 1.112;^ CaSiOa.
Sumrning wj the above combinations we have:-
UajOOs O.P.dl'^
CaCOa 1.142
GaSO^. 0.228
GaSiOa-- 1.112
FeSO<v 0.0160
i^'eSs 1.397
The remainder of the iz-on and silica in the aoh is
probably pref^nnt as earth or basic iron silloateB with florae free
silica. :?he ultjnate analysis of the ash sums Ui> to 11,ZQ7%, The
ash as deterrained from an average of four determinations (varying
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1
0,070% from hlghf^st to lowest) is 12.030^, the difference of 0.643^
1b alkali, chlorine, and probably a small amount of com'blned carbon
dioxide, for i;he ash was determined by blasting to a constant weight
in a porcelain crucible and was not carried to complete fusion in
platinum^.
From the data presented it Is seen that the oxidation of
pyrlte in fresh lump coal is very slight and that the sulphur ©"btaln-
ed as water soluble sulphur consists of the mixed sulphates of iron
and calciiim. The meaning of the term water soluble sulphur is, there-
fore necessarily vague unless the conditions of its determination
are clearly kept in mind. 'Phe solubility of calolTua siilphate is great
enough to cause discrepancies in the results and lead to fallacies in
conclusions unless care is taken to have conditions of determination,
such as volume of water used for leachir^g and length and temperature
of digestion alv/ays the same. Then we can assume with reasonable
safety that the water soluble sulphur determinations will all contain
equal amounts of calcium sulphate, iror the determination of ferrous
sulphate, the deternination of water soluble iron would be the best
if the leaching is done quickly with well boiled dlBtilled water.
The practice of digesting the coal with rater ror any length of time
should be discouraged, for oxidation will s\ireiy set in giving, of
course , an error.
Having ntudled the effect of different pyrite contents on
various sizes of coal under different conditions of moisture and
temperature, it was decided to study the influence of these variables
Engineering Experiment station, university of Illinois.
Bulletin # 37-- Parr and ''heeler, "Unit Coal and the Composition
of Coal Ash"
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on a mixture of these sizes. For this purpose the coal was used
directly as it came from the crusher, and Series VII, VIII and IX
contained 1.4^. 3'^ and 5:^, respectively, of pyrlte. The resulting rise
in temperature of the ?/et and dry samples is shown on Plates VIX,
X
VIII and IX. Plate is a comparative stud^r or the three dry samples of
each series, and Plate XI shows a similar study of the wet samples.
Because of the increased amount of the larger sizes of coal
In these series, the rise In temperature of the coal over the oven
temperature did not approach that of come of the fine sizes of the
preceding series, but it is seen how much greater the rise in
temperature of Series VIII and 17, v;ith their greater pyritlc content,
l8 over that of ricries VII. This is corroborative of the facts
disclosed and discussed in the preceding series and needs no further
comment, for the plates showing the results are self explanatory.
It may "be argued that Series VIII and IX showed such a marked rise
over Series VII "because the oven temperature of the last oven was
ahout 10° higher in Series VIII and IX than it was in Series VII.
This was "because of a rather serious accident in the storage "battery
room which was of such a nature that it could not be remedied vdthout
interrupting and so spoiling vSeries VIII and IX, so an attempt was
made to maintain practically the same temperature as before by reduc-
ing the number of heating lights. It hardly seems reasonable - and
it might be said it is almost impossible - that an increase in oven
temperature of 10*^ should cause an increase of the rise in tempera-
ture of about 30°, so the only variable left that coiiia cause such a
rise is the difference in pyritlc content. Why this difference in
behavior of these three scries, which were identical in composition.
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Blze and. method of treatment, should! be so narked haf? "been shown
above; and all that needs to be added Is that these series substan-
tiate the resxilts of those preceding.
Since the relative importance and the Influence of the
different variables under various conditions seens to have been fair-
ly well established, it Is natural that an attempt should be made to
remove if possible this property of self ignition from a mixture of
coal that had been known to take fire. As has been explained on
page 61 , size 0-1/8 containing 5% pyrite was decided upon. This
size of coal was thoroughly wet with different strengths of various
soliitions. The 3% solution contained 30 grams of the salt per litre,
and the 10^ solution contained 100 grams of the salt per litre.
The coal in Series T was wet with a solution of sodium
chloride so as to study the effect of an inert salt, that is inert so
far as undergoing any reaction with the coal is concerned. This would
therefore, be practically the same as increasing the ash content,
Plate XII shows that this addition of common salt exerted no retarding
action on the oxidation of the coal, the rise in temperatxire of the
series being about 70?
A solution of calciiun chloride was then used, for this salt
is very hydroscopic and absorbs moisture with avidity and also retains
it, so that it is difficult to dry anything saturated with it. The
3^ solution showed no retarding influence whereas the action of the
10% solution was very marked (See Plate Till). In th^ latter case a
rise in temperature of only 26° took place, which shows that a sol-
ution of this strength retarded the oxidation very materially. This
was not because of any action inhibiting oxidation Itself, but merely
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because so much hoet was used up In flriving off the water.
Plate ZI7 shows the action of a basic substance , for in
this series a saturated solution of lime w^ter was used. The rise in
temrerature was not retarded to any great extent. Lime water was
used to see if it would not reduce the oxidation of the pyrite .because
In the weathering of the latter substance a considerable amount of
free sulphuric acid is formed. The acid would then combine v;ith the
calcium hydroxide so as to form calcium sulphate. A film of calcium
sulphate would then cover every particle of pyrite and thus prevent
further oxidation. It wan hoped that this action would take plf^ce and
80 keep the temperature down, but the rise ^:n temperature was greater
than it is thought it would be, probably because of the heat
liberated by the neutralization of the base by the acid.
Since even a solution of sodiTim bicarbonate when boiled
gives off carbon dioxide, the effect of its decomposition under a
higher temperature was next studied. Also the sodium carbonate form-
ed would make the coal alkaline and so remove any free acid formed.
As seen on Plate XV, the 10% solution has quite a retarding influence,
due In all probability to the absorption of carbon dioxide by the
coal instead of oxygen, and so decreasing the oxidation. It is very
probable that after some time the coal would be oxidised to the same
degree that it wotild be if the NaHCOa and COg were not present, but
the presence of a large amount of carbon dioxide decreases the speed
of oxidation, extends the oxidation process over a longer period, and
80 keeps the temperature down to a safe degree.
Ferrous sulphate oxidises readily and quiC::ly to ferric
BTtlphate and basic ferric sulphate, so it was thought that if a
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considerable amount of ferrous sulphate were a<5fied to the ooal , It
would "be oxidized before the ooal and retard the oxidation of the
latter. Thlfj was prohally the cane, tut the heat liberated by the
oxlfJatlon of the ferrotis sulphate juat about neutralized Itn retard-
ing influence, so that the final effect wan about the r.ame jf the
ooal had been wet with pure v;ator instead of the ferrous r.ulphate
solution. As seen on Plate XYI, the coal wet with a 10% solution
gave a greater rine than that wet with a 15/3 solution, the difference
in rise of tenperattii'e probably clue to the heat liberated by the
oxidation of the extra 1^-} of ferrous sulphate.
From the above work it is r.e©n that the 10/S solutions
of calcium chloride and sodium bicarbonate retard the oxidation of
the coal considerably, although whether or not a conmercial
application of the facts disclosed in this work on small amounts of
ooal is feasible or not . is still to be learned from work on large
storage units. Since both of these chemicals are fairly cheap,
the idea seems reasonable and warrants further work.
I1
.
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CILIPTSR 71.
COUCLUSIOHS.
Summarizing the experimental work, the following conclu-
sions seem to "be the most important and certain.
Coal always absorbs oxygen from the air, and in so doing
generates heat. The rise in temperature, however, which accompanies
this oxidation of the carbonaceous material of the coal is dependent
mainly on the rate at which the oxygen is absorbed, and also upon
the rate of radiation of the heat generated. Both of these factors,
however, are greatly influenced by variations of conditions and the
variations that have been staidled in particular are the size of the
ooal, the initial or induced temperature, the pyxitic contents and
the effect of moisture.
From the foregoing work it is seen at once that the finer
sizes of coal oxidize most rapidly and show a much greater Increase
in temperature than the larger sizes. The accumulation of dust
pockets in coal stores is, therefore, to be avoided. The fine sizes
of ooal, that is dust, oxidize very quickly for a short time with a
corresponding rise in temperature, then the coal seems to have
saturated Itself with oxygen, and the subsequent oxidation is much
Blower and the temperature gradiially decreases. This fact has
Biiggested the subject of preoxldlzlng the coal by heating it to a
safe temperature for some time, either by artificial or self-generat-
ed heat, and saturating the coal with oxygen, in that way making it
safe for future storage. This matter is being worked out at
present and has not progressed sufficiently to report on at this
time
.
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Wet coal after drying is much more liable to ignite spon-
taneously than coal that has been kept dry, even though the coals
are of the sane composition and size.
As has been shown previously, a critical temperature exists
at which the thermal equilibrium of the coal is disturbed and unbal-
anced. If this temperature is reached by the coal, the oxidation
process becomes immensely accelerated and autogenous and the
temperature of the coal rises indefinitely. A very slight difference
in the conditions will determine whether this critical temperature
»
which itself depends on special circumstances, is attained or not.
The factors pointed out above are important and singly or combined
exert a great influence in determining whether or not the critical
temperature will bo attained or passed. However, most important in
the phenomena of spontaneous combustion of Illinois coal seems to be
the matter of moisture and pyrite content, for as has been shown on
previous pages only a Blignt increase in pyritic content is sufficient
to cause the coal to reach and even pass this critical temperatiire
.
Since this extra heat that is liberated results from the pyritic
oxidation, it is seen that the presence of a considerable amount of
moisture materially increases this oxidation and amount of heat
generated, and so greatly assists the coal in reaching the ignition
point. A high pyritic content is not, therefore, necessarily
dangerous unless the moisture reqr.isite for the pyritic oxidation is
also present, so it seems that the moisture ana the pyritic content
may be put down as the two prime factors that influence most
materially the spontaneous ignition of Illinois coal. The seemingly
erratic behavior of apparently similar coal stores is, therefore
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Just what might "be expected when It is remembered that very sli£:ht
variations make all the difference In cleter?ninlns whether the
critical temperature ?/ill be passed or not.
Because the oxidation of coal increases so rapidly with
an increase in temperature, the Initial storagre temperature must be
taken account of. The Hew South Tales Commission found that coal
exposed to the hot sun out on the docks would later take fire,
whereas similar coal that had been protected from the direct sun-
light would not fire. Some of the larger coal users of this section
of our own country do all their coal storing during tha winter.
The coal then is at such a low temperature that oxidation proceeds
very slowly and so the period of oxidation is extended over such a
long time that no very great rise in temperature takes place. Spe-
cial care must be taken that all external sources of heat, such as
exhaust steam pipes or other seemingly insignificant sources of heat,
are kept far from the coal heap. Since at times only a very slight
variation in the storage temperature will cause a rise in
temperature up to the critical point, the danger of any external
heat, no matter hov/ small, is at once apparent.
The question then arises as to what may be considered
safe storage conditions. Any method of storage that will eliminate
the oxidation of the coal may be considered safe, and at the present
time submerging the coal seems to be the best method of storage, for
It would not only prevent spontaneous combustion but would also
decrease the loss of calorific valaie which is a result of the
oxidation. If submerging the coal is not possible, then It is
necessary that the coal be stored in small units not over 8 feet
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hieh, and that dropping thr coal from any ^eat height so aa to
disintegrate it and caiiae a prefigure on the coal l)elow "be avoided.
01)viou8ly, also, it is preferable to store coal in winter rather than
in summer, and all external soiirces of heat should he avoided. Any
method of storage which would permit or provide Tor the removal of
any heat which might form would further conform to the necessary con-
ditions for avoiding the critical temperature. The storing of
thoroughly dry coal and the maintaining of that condition would also
he in the right direction.
The attempt at chemical treatment of coal to decrease its
liahility to ignite spontaneoiisly has not met with very great
success, although a fairly concentrated solxition of either calcium
chloride or sodium hlcarLonate seems to offer some relief. The
Buhject of preoxi>''atlon extends the greatest hox>es in this respect,
and we expect to report upon it fully at some later day.
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DRY COAX
1.65% Pyrlte.
Coal
0-1/8 1/8-1/4 1 /4-5/8 3/8-3
Time In hours ye.o 89.0
Oven Temperature ft — 38.8 40.0
Coal n n 41 .7 42 5
Klse It n 8.9 2.6
Time in hours 89.0 76.0 89.0
Oven Temperature °c 60.0 60.6 60.0
Coal n IT 65 6^5 7 6''5
Rise n n 5.0 3.2 3.5
Time in hours 77.0 74.0 76.0 89.0
Oven Temperature °c 80.0 80.0 79.8 77.0
toax It fl 95 .0 91.1 89.7 78.0
Rise tt 16.0 11.1 9.9 1.0
Time in hours 42.0
Oven Temperature 108.0
Coal It f» 168.0
Rise It fl 60.0
Tim© In hours 72.0 89.0 74.0 76.0 89.0
Oven Temperature 108.0 109.0 107.8 108.0 107.0
Coal n n 164.0 140.0 133.2 127.9 122.4
Rise If tt 46.0 31.0 26.4 19.9 16.4
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SKHISS II,
WKT COAL
1.65^ Pyrlt<
Coal Coal
0-1/8
Coal
1/8-1/4
Coal
1/4-3/8
Coal
3/8-3/4
Time
Oven
Coal
Klse
in hours
Temperature
n
n
"C
ri
It
72.0
58.5
38.3
81.0
38.5
38.6
Time
Oven
Coal
Rise
In hours
Temperature
i«
n
U
n
n
84.0
60.0
67.5
72.0
59.0
58,5
81.0
59.6
62.4
2.9
Time
uvon
Coal
Kise
In hours
'j'enpe rature
Temperature
II
°C
II
tt
72.0
80.0
86.5
6.6
84.0
80.0
85.5
5.5
72.0
80.0
86.3
6.3
81.0
80.0
86.6
5.6
Tliae
Oven
Coal
Rise
In hours
Temperature
n
n
°c
II
If
48.0
111.6
168.3
56.8
Time
Oven
Coal
In hours
Temperature °c
•I
78.0
114.0
164.8
72.0
111.9
148.2
84.0
110.2
131.0
72.0
112.6
128.0
81.0
111.5
126.5
Rise " " 50.8 36.3 20.8 16.6 14.0
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SSRI^S III
DRY COAL
Z% Pyrlte
.
Coal Coal Coal
/^V fi_i /ft
Time in hours 71.0 71.0
Oven (Temperature 37.0 39.5
n
» n
Tirae in hours 72,0 71.0 71.0
Oven Temperature °C 60.0 60.0 66.0
n Of.*'
P4 no n •I o • ^ o . w
T 4 r-ift 72 0* 72 71
Oven Temreratnre °c 75.0 80.0 81.5
Coal n 88.
6
93.6 93.8
Rise It Tl 13.6 13.6 12.3
Tine in hours 20.0
Oven Temperature 115.0
Coal Teraperature ft 190. S
Rise It 76.3
Tine in hours 72.0 72.0* 72.0
Oven Temperature 116.0 114.0 114.0
Coal n 161.0 165.0 138.0
Rlae It ft 46.0 51.0 28.0
The heat current had been turned off at power house. Coals
were left two days longer.
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Tlne In hours
Oven Temperature C
Coal " "
Rise " «
Tlrae In hours
Oven Temperature °C
Coal " n
Rise « "
Tim© In hours
Oven Temperature °C
Coal " "
Rise " •»
Time In hours
Oven Temperature
Coal " "
Rise " "
SZRr^S IT
COAX
3^ }:^lte.
Coal Coal Coal
0-1/8 1/8-1
72.0 72.0 72
59.5 40.0 39.5
S9.5 39.2 42.3
0.0 ---- 2.8
72.0 72.0 72.0
60.0 60.0 61.0
56.5 55.7 66.5
-
—— ^— 5.5
72.0 72.0 72.0
80.0 80.0 80.0
86.7 82.8 89.8
6.7 2.8 9.8
72.0 72.0 72.0
112.6 115.0 115.0
226.2 172.0 126.0
113.7 57.0 11.0
Cocil Coal
took took
flro. fire.
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SUHIBS T.
DRY COAI
6^ Pyrlte
.
Coax Coal Coal
0-1/8 1/8-1
fIrae in hours 72.0 72.0 72.0
I ©iQperuT;tiro Or 39.0 40.0
CopJ. It n 38.0 42.4 42.0
Hi86 n H 4.0 3.4 2.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature °c 60.5 60.3 61.0
Coal Temperature !l 70.0 66.2 66.6
Rise H V 9.6 5.9 5.6
IPime in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature °c n 80.5 81.0
Coal n n w 88.2 89.2
Rise a H It 7.7 8.2
Time in hours 72.0 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature ^C 122.0 120.0 116.0
Coal n n 185.0 l^i.O 143.2
Rise If n 63.0 54.0 27.2
* Battery v/orn out, so regulator did not work; was re-
charged and ptit in order.
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SEPISS VI.
WET COAL.
5% Pyrlte
.
Coal Coal Coal
0-1/8 1/8-1/4
Tim© in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Teitiperattire C 40.0 40.0
Coal If 41.0 41.0
Rise If ft 1.0 1.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0 72.0^
Oven Teraperature °C 62.0 62.0 90. 0-*-
Coal IT II 62.0 64.6 105.0
Kise n II 0,0 2.5 15.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature °c 85.0 83.0 83.0
Coal n n yo.o 94.0 91.0
Rise II 7.0 11.0 8.0
Time in hours
oc
72.0 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature 110.5 126.0 116.0
Coal II fl 210.0^ 169,0 133.0
Rise »i IT 100.0 43.0 17.0
Coal
took
fire
Battery run down. Was j ooharged; and the coal vras arain
thoroughly wet, as it had dried out.
210^ was as high as the thermometer would register.
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SKHIF-S VXI.
MIX^j) COAL
Dry and v;'et
,
1.40^ Pyrlte.
t7et
Time in hours
V
72,0 72.0
n^*»wir^ *i yF> "y*^ 4.0 40
M I» 4.4 41
T?*! OA n n 4 1
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature ^C 62.0 62.0
Coal n rt 67.6 62.0
Rise n n 5.5 0.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven TerQj>erature oc 86.0 83.0
Coal It rt 101.6 69.0
Hise n ft 15.5 6.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature oc 110.5 110.6
Coal n 128.5 127.5
Rise n n 18.0 17.0
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j31=:3^it:s viii.
mi>sd coai
Dry and TTet
.
3% Pyrlte.
Wot
Time in hours 72 .0 72,0
Temperature 40.0 41.0
Coal (t n 45.6 44.0
HI90 n n 6.5 3.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Ovon !J?eiaperatTire 62.0 62.0
Coal tf n 67.0 66.5
Ki8© n w 6.0 3.5
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven 5?emporGture ^C 83.0 83.0
Goal n II 96.0 93.0
Rise II f? 12.0 10.0
Tine in houre 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature 148.0 147.0
Coal n It 192.0 198.0
n 44.0 51.0
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BKKIKS IX.
111X7.1) COAL
J)ry and Wet
.
5^ Pyrite.
D3?y VrGt
Tine in hours
OnC
72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature 41,0 40.0
Coal <l SI 47 ,0 40.0
Hi89 II 6.0 0»0
Tim in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature Oq 6H.0 6?!.0
Coal It »f 68.0 66.0
KlBe n ft 6.0 3.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature 83.0 83,0
Coal It It 95.0 93,0
Kise ft n 12.0 10.0
Tim in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Tonperature °C 142.0 132.0
Coal It t1 186,0 180.0
Klae ft ft 44.0 48.0
//
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SEHIES X.
fSI.-S 0-1/8
6^ Pyrite.
TTet with Tet with
3% Had solution 10% laCl solution
Tine in hours 72.0 72,0
Oven Temperature °C 43.0 43.0
Coal " " 43.0 43.0
Hise " " 0.0 0.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature °C 63.0 63.0
Coal " " 63.0 62.0
Rise " " 0.0
Time in hours 72,0 72,0
Oven Temperat\ire C 83.0 82.0
Coal " " 89.0 88.0
Rise " 6.0 6.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven 'temperature U 112.0 115.0
Coal " " 180.0 190.0
Rise " " 68.0 75.0
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sp:ries XI.
SIZS 0-1/8
5^ Pyrlte
.
Wet with l^et with
3% CaClfi solution ICy^ CaCls solution
J rj "hAtiTfi 72,0 72,0
Oven Temcerature °c. 45.0 43.0
Coal If 42.0 43.0
Rise « If 0.0
Tine in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature 63.0 63.0
Coal IT ff 63.0 63.0
Rise If If 0.0 0.0
Time in hours 72.0 72,0
Ovftn Temperature OC. 82.0 83.0
Coal fi •f 91.0 85,0
Rise n n 9.0 2.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature oc 124.0 122,0
Coal n n 184.0 148.0
Rise n n 60.0 26.0
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SRRIES XII.
SIZE 0-1/8
5% Pyrit e.
Wet with
.Saturated Lime '.vater
Time in hours 72.0
Oven I'emperature °C. 43.0
Coal " " 43.0
Kiso " " 0.0
Time in hours 72,0
Oven Temperature 63.0
Coal " " 63.0
Rise " " 0.0
Tine in hours 72.0
Oven Temperature '^C. 83.0
Coal " " 91.0
Hise « » 8.0
Time in hours 72.0
Oven Temperature °C, 124,0
Coal " " 168.0
Kise " " 44.0
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SEHIES XIII.
SIZK 0-1/8.
5^^ Pyrihe.
Wet with Wet with
IfaHCOs tJolTition 10;S laECGs solution
J. XIJV
Ovf* nV V V li-
V/ v/clJL
t
Hise n 0.0 0.0
Time In hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Teraperuture; G5.0 65.0
Coal (t n 62;.0 6^.0
II 0.0 0.0
Tame in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven TQMperature 8.^.0 83.0
Coal n ft 93.0 92.0
Rise n H 10.0 9.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Teraper:it-ure 126.0 12:5.0
Coal !! !f 174.0 161.0
Rise 11 n 48.0 38.0
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SSKIRS XIV.
SISB 0-1/8.
6% Pjrrlte
?-'et with Wet with
Z% FeSO^ solution 10% FeSO^ solution.
On
\j
"7? n 72
uven i.«uiperouuj e
If It
• w 43
Rise tf n 0,0 0,0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature 63.0 63.0
Coal »» 63.0 63.0
Hlae n « 0.0 0.0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
O^'-en Temperature 83.0 83.0
Coal n w 93.0 95.0
Rise n tt 10.0 12,0
Time in hours 72.0 72.0
Oven Temperature °c 132.0 124.0
Coal It n 181.0 186.0
Rise n , n 49.0 62.0
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of _.^_e cojal
so ditm ! b iiea:pli o|na
3ERISI
Rise in ^emperatra.ri*
In degrees C
U. OF I. 8. S. FORM 3
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U. OF I. S. B. rOHM a
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